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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVII No 87 In Our 97th Year Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, April 12,1976
Large Crowd Hears McGovern
On Murray Campus Saturday
By MIKE BRANDON
Mu-ray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
He icoked more like a college
professor who was just leaving class
and getting ready to stroll down to the
tennis courts for couple of quick sets.
Donning a powder-blue, corduroy
suit, with a vest to match, ne appeared
to be bubbling with enthtasiasm and
confident.
The man was George McGovern, who
in 1972 was defeated by Richard Nixon
for the presidency by the largest
margin in American history.
McGovern, now serving as a United
States Senator from South Dakota, was
the featured speaker at an outdoor
luncheon Saturday afternoon at Murray
State University. The luncheon, at-
tended by a large crowd which sat in
the sun-drenched quadrangle, was
sponsored by the History and Political
Science Departments at Murray State.
McGovern began his speech by
thanking all of those who had helped in
his unsuccessful presidential bid. He
drew applause and laughter from the
friendly crowd when he summed up his
loss to Nixon with this simple
statement: "We didn't win but at least
none of us are in jail."
McGovern, appearing lean and trim
as he strolled through the crowd
shaking hands and signing autographs,
seemed to display much more
charisma than he did four years 'ago.
"My own generation struggled
against a great depression and then
against global fascism. In more recent
years, blacks and whites together have
marched for civil rights. And finally we
freed ourselves from Vietam more
because of the force of free dissent
Sunny and Mild
Sunny and mild taday, high in the low
60s. Fair and cool tonight, low in the low
40s. Becoming partly cloudy Tuesday,
higli in the la _70s. 










Deaths di Funerals 12
among us than the firepower of the
forces against us," McGovern said as
he expanded upon the American
flicen(enmal
Sen. George McGovern
Speaking of his 1972 defeat,
McGovern said: -We told the truth
about the corruption of the White House
and although we lost the election, we
mounted pressure to win the greater
cause of peace in Vietnam.
"And only the blind can now fail to
see that a majority of the voters were
deceived and misled in 1972. Perhaps
we need a new definition of victory and
defeat.
"Obviously, in defeat my campaign
manager, Gary Hart, now a U. S.
Senator from Colorado, would not
change places with the victorious Nixon
manager, John Mitchell.
"My great finance chairman, Henry
Kimelman, certaaaly wouldn't trade his
place in history for Maurice Starts. Nor
would Frank Mankiewicz exchange
places with Bob Halieman.
"And I would much rather be with
you in Murray than to be alone in San
Clemente. With due recognition of a few
tactical errors, I shall always be proud
of the essential truth and decency of our
1972 campaign."
McGovern hosted a number of
questions from reporters in a press
conference held prior to his outside
address.
He said he would support the
Democratic nominee but added :''lhope
it is one that I can support with en-
thusiasm. I hope I can give them more
support than they gave me in 1972.''
McGovern said he favored
(See McGovern. Page 12)
Renee Gibson Crowned Kentucky
Little Miss In Pageant Held Here
Petite Renee Gibson, the blond and
blue-eyed five-year old daiighter of
Charles and Diane Gibson of Mayfield,
was crowned Kentucky's Little Miss of
1976 in the first annual pageant held
Sunday afternoon at Lovett Auditorium
here. The pageant was sponsored by
Woodmen of the World's Tau Phi
Lambda sorority.
Tot  
sor!y.Renee dd was sponsoredthe T
wson's
Flower Shop. '
The 1975 Kentucky Little Miss, Miss
Michelle McDougal, daughter of Carol
and Mike McDougal of Murray,
crowned the 1976 winner.
First runnerup was Cammy Dawn
Gregory, the eight-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Gregory of Calvert
City. Kathy Walker, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Walker, also of
Calvert City was second runnerup.
Third runnerup was won by Candice
Howard. the five-year-old daughter of
Mr. and 'Mrs. Carl Howard of Murray.
She was sponsored by Peoples Bank.
The fourth runnerup was also from
Murray and was Deidre Daughtery, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Daughtery. She was sponsored by
Perkins Pancake and Steak House.
Julie Ann Gray. Paducah, walked off
with the trophy for Miss Photogenic.
sSheis the nine-year-old daughter of Mr.
and -Mrs. -Robert Sowell. Miss
Congeniality honors went to nine-year-
old Searlett Miller, Benton, daughter (If
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Miller.
Other semifinalists were: Allis°.
Faye Carr, Murray, daughter of Can
and Mrs. David Carr; Yoland Marsha
Cross, Russellville; Melissa DWI*
Paducah; Tonya Renee .Pacla
Paducah; Tabeitha Ann Johnsen.
Murray, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Johnson; Scarlett Miller, Benton:
Mary Morgan, Murray, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Terry Morgan: Deanna.Kay
Purdy, Dawson Springs; Melissa Rave
Rash, Hickman; Crystal Renee
Triplett, Hickman; and Jennifer
Peyton, Dawson Springs.
Chairperson for the event, Carol
McDougal, introduced MSU president
Constantine Curris who welcomed the
guests throughout the state and then
(See Little Miss, Page 12*)
Tucker To Serve
On State Panel
Don Tucker of Murray has been
selected to serve on the State ant:
Urban Affairs Committee and the Stan.
and Urban Affairs-States Forum of the
National Association of Realtors for
1976.
Tucker is a Realtor with his business
at 502 Maple Street, Murray.
15' Per Copy One Section .12 Pages
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HOUSE DESTROYED—This unoccupied house at 202 Poplar was com-
pletely destroyed by fire Saturday night. The cause of the fire was not
4-41oftown by firemen, according to department reports. Twenty-five men bat-
tled the blaze, with firemen remaining on the scene for nearly 12 hours.
The house was owned ha Larene Williams Hall, according to firemen,
St.tH Photo bt David Hal
5.
Bicentennial Forestry Fair A Unique Event In LBL
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
TVA's Land Between the Lakes
outdoor recreation area sponsored a
Bicentennial Forestry Fair at the
Brandon Spring Group Camp over the
past weekend.
The :Forestry Fair was really a
competitive event which pitted teams
of forestry students from five schools
against each other in events that tested
their technical ability as foresters and
their physical endurance and skills in a
variety of outdoor and lumber jack
events.
A hundred forestry students were on
hand for the two-day fair.
The competition began Friday
morning with the technical events.
Contestants in these events identified.
estimated size and timber yield of trees
and participated in a traverse. In the
traverse ( orienteering ) the contestants
were required to follow several com-
pass headings arriving back on the
baseline from which they began).
Following the technical competition
the foresters of the University of
Illinois, Southern Illinois University,
Ohio State University, Purdue
University and the University of
Minnesota parlieipated in an archery
event and began to make preparation
area
for the "lumberjack" events to come.
After lunch on Friday there were
very few moments when lumber, wood
chips, saw dust, moans arid groans, and
cheers didn't fill the air. The
"foresters" chopped, sawed, felled,
pitched, threw and fought with pieces of
lumber that mere mortals would have
to leave alone.
Bolt throwing started the afternoon
off with bang; or was that a thud? In the
bolt throw the fore' was required to
throw a six-foot, 52-pound piece of wood
that resembled a fencepost as far as he
could in whatever manner he wished as
long as he didn't violate the foul line.
How far can a man throw a 52-pound
fence post' A might heave of 22 feet 334
inches won the event!
Foresters are tough people! An hour
of bolt throwing was enough to convince
us that these future foresters had really
come to play. Later events served to
reenforce our first impression.
Day one's events continued into the
afternoon with each team putting
maximum effort into each contest.
Some "wet- events were on the agenda.
Log birling requires that two people
stand on a floating log and try to
dislodge the competition by revolving
the log with the feet. In no time at all
the competitors were disposed of.
The one man bucking event was a highlight of the
fair. The competition was rugged, hut the canta
were even tougher!
which means that they got a a and
"dunking" in chilly Bards Lake, and all
eyes turned to the canoe racing area.
Canoe racing is difficult under toe
best of conditions, cold wind and wades
are not ideal. The canoe racers left the
beach in four canoe heats and covered
the apprNimately one mile course in
under 14 minutes! The exhauited
racers simply slumped over in their
canoes at the finish.
Pulp tossing can best be described as
a game of horseshoes that is played
with four foot pieces of pulp wood that
weigh about 12 pounds each. The object
is to toss the pulp 25 feet so that it comes
to rest between two stakes in the
ground. The teammates continue to
toss the four sticks of pulp back and
forth until they score 24 points, one
point per log between the stake or
they run out of time.
.....amiamunais1111111111111.0*
To win the bolt throw one had to
pound, cia-foot bolt just a little further
feet Uirnhes winning distance,
If bolt throwing, (,6noe racing, and
pulp tossing didn't satisfy the com-
petitive spirit of the ..ontestants, the
events of day two were more than
enough to supply the demand.
There was a break in the action after
the tobacco spitting contest, the last
event of day one, and the teams of S. I.
U. and Minnesota were tied with 44
points each.
The events of day two would serve to
separate the men from the boys!
Saturday morning found the teams
crowded around the cants (14 inch
square logs of "green" red oak) in the
sawing area. The first event of the day
was one-man bucking, a rather simple
event involving one man, one five foot
saw, and one red oak cant. All that is
required is to saw through the cant
faster than the competition.
The bucking events, both one and
the al
the 22-
tau-man, were two of the most grueling
events on the schedule. Frankly, these
events required more of the sawyers
than some of them had to give. Time
after time the sawyers gave "just a
little bit more" and made it through the
cant.
Thinking that we had seen the
roughest events we moved on to log
rolling and speed chopping.
Log rolling is an event in which ta a
contestants using "pee vees" a ki id
of combination log pike and hook used
for rolling or moving logs) roll a huge,
12-foot log through a fifty yard "L"
shaped course. If the log should cross
the foul line on either side, the team is
disqualified. This event proved to be a
real "gut buster."
Speed chopping was the most
dangerous and rugged of the 13 events
held during the fair. The choppers could
Ohio Slate's feller puts the lumber dawn right on
the money He rniaaed bye fiaetion ot an inch!
be seen "payching" themselves up _for 
the big chop.
"The "chopper" stood poised and
ready for the first stroke of the special
"speed chopping" axe which he held
above his head. His special leg and foot
armor and bare chest gave him the
appearance of a Roman gladiator. In a
very short time he would chop through
the 14 inch cant that was beneath his
feet.
Once the chopping had begun it was
simply a furious battle between man
and cant. The choppers would oc-
casionally yell in the same manner as a
devotee of karate when the axe swept
down in its graceful arc. The chips flew
and, suddenly, the last blow landed and
the cant fell. Cheers'
Look at the hands of the team
members to find out who the choppers






Outfitted like an ancient
puts everything he has into
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More on Spouse's
'Surprise' Visit
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Cn.cabso Toburt.S..Synd
DEAR ABBY —Your reply to that wife who "prettied
herself up" and laid down on the sofa with nothing on
because her husband called and said he was bringiag her a
surprise was silly!
Why shouldn't a man be furious with his wife for pulling
such a stupid stunt?
Husbands often bring home unexpected company. To
find his wife stretched out on the sofa without a stitch on
when he opens the door accompanied by two business
associates would embarrass any man with an ounce of
brains.
In recent years it seems that more people are obsessed
with the idea of parading around naked. I guess maybe they
don't realize that most folks look a lot better with
something one.
Sure, I think the husband should forgive her, but maybe
he has taught her a good lesson for being so vain and
self-centered.
I'll bet if the situation had been reversed, and the .wife
came home with two of her lady friends to find her husband
stretched-out on the sofa naked as a jaybird, that wife would
have been furious.
PUZZLED AT YOUR ANSWER
DEAR PUZZLED: You could be right, but my mail has
been running 50 to one in favor of the wife. Read on:
DEAR ABSY: A wife wrote that her husband had called,
saying he was bringing home a "surprise- for her aid
asking her to fix a pitcher of martinis. She thought it was
the diamond earrings she had wanted for Christmas, so she
prettied herself up and stretched out I sans clothes) on the
sofa as a "surprise- for him.
Abby, that husband must be crazy! How lucky can a man
be to come home with two business associates to &pitcher of
cold martinis and a wife stretched out naked on the sofa! He
must be the envy of his entire company. I can't understand
why he should be upset with her. SHE should be upset with
him for putting her in that embarrassing situation. That
husband should hotfoot it to his local jeweler for those
dtamond earrings.
She gets my vote for being an ideal wife, and if you won't
tell MY wife, I'll make her those earrings myself!
PENNSYLVANIA JEWELER
DEAR ABBY: I'm with you! That husband who came
-home to the wife who 'anted to seepriaa him hacanse he
said he was bringing HER a surprise had no right to be
furious with her
He owes her not only the earrings, but also a matching
necklace, finger rings and a Mediterranean cruise!
R.S.M. IN COLUMBUS
CONFIDENTIAL TO LUCY: It's not always better to
have love and lost than never to have loved at all. It
depends upon what you've loot.
Everyone has a problem What's yours"' For a personal
reply, v.rite to ABBY Box No 69700. L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope. please.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Star Paschall of Murray
was discharged March 31
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Elizabeth Dowdy of Murray




Phillip Ray Hargrove of
Murray Route Six was-




Joey George of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
TUESDAY IS

















Esther Sunday School Class,
Memorial Baptist Church, will
meet at seven p.m. at the
home of Ladean Spann.
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Roy
Hancock at 7 :30 p.m.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet with Dolly Lorenz.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle,
First United Methodist
Church, will meet in the senior
youth room at seven p.m.
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house for
an open meeting.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
seven p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
seven p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church.
Insight lecture by Judith
Crist, movie critic, will be at
eight p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, MSU.
Musicale by Phi Mu Alpha
will be at nine p.m. in Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex, MSU.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m, at the
home of Betty Robertson,a,
•
Baptist Young %amen of
Memorial Church will meet
with Margaret Wilkins at 7:30
p.m.
Tuesday, April 13
Red Cross Board of
Directors will meet in the jury
room of the court house at four
p.m.
Lydian Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
will meet with Mrs. J. N.
Outland at seven p.m.
Paris Road Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Margaret Roach at one p.m.
Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Delbert Newsome at eleven
a.m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. Lowell King, Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. Harry
Sparks, and Maryleona Frost
with Mrs. E. M. Holland, all at
9:30 a.m., and Faith Doran in
senior youth room at two p m.
Tuesday, April 13
Betty Sledd Mission Groto,
will meet with Nadine Beane
at 7:30 p. m.
Groups of Baptist Women of
First Church will meet as
folio vs: I with Mrs. Charles
Mercn- at nine a. m., II with
Mrs. 3ertie Gingles at ten a
m., and III with Mrs. E. C
Jones at two p. m.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Ken
Kellar at ten a.m. and IV witty'
Mrs. Robert Hopkins at 7:30
p.m.
Baptist Young Women of
Sinking Spring Church will
meet with Joanne Windsor.
Murray Star Chapter No
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a.m. at the church
Murray Quota Club will
meet at 12 noon at the Triangle
Inn.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a. m. for Senior Citizens with
first aid lesson at 10:30 a. m.,
sack lunch at 11:45 a. m., band
practice and square dance
lessons from 12:30 to two p.m.
Kappa Delta "She-Male
Contest" will be at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at 7:30 p,
m.
Concert by Electric Light
Orchestra will be at eight p
m. at the MSU Fieldhouse.
Faculty recital by Marie
Taylor, piano and harp-
sichord, of Bicentennial music
will be at 8:15 p. m. at Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex, MSU.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Wednesday, April 14
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows Pacers with
-Regina Baggett at 9:30 a. m.,
Pottertown at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at ten a. m.,
South Pleasant Grove with
Mrs. Preston Brandon, New
Concord with Miss Erin
Montgomery, and Harris
Grove with Mrs. Clifton Jones,
all at one p.m.; South Murray
at ten a.m. at the Triangle Inn.
Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at 2:30 p. m. with Mrs.
Edgar Morris, Lynn Grove
Road.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. in. at Gleason Hall.
May Wedding Planned
Miss Sandra Sue Trimble
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Sandra
Sue Trimble and Danny Ross Martin, son of Billy Martin and
the late Mrs. Wilda Martin of Marion, has been announced by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Garlon Trimble of Marion.
Miss Trimble is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve
Parrish of Dexter Route One and Mrs. Lillie Trimble of Cadiz
and the late Scott Trimble.
Mr. Martin is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Orr of
Marion and Mr. and Mrs. Orman Morten of Providence.
The bride-elect is a 1975 graduate and the groom-elect, a 1974
graduate, both of Crittenden County High School. They are
both employed by Trimble Piping Service, Inc., Marion.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 1, at
6:30 p. in. at the Cave Springs Baptist Church, Marion'. No for-
mal invitations will be sent and all relatives and friends are in-
vited to attend.
Winners Giver t For Bridge Club
Wednesday night at the
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club the team of Wally
Ellison and Wally Swan took
first place in the club's weekly
competition.
John Adams and Ron Cella
took second place, while Katy
Women of Oaks c,ountry Ramage! and Charlie- O'Neil
Club will play bridge at 9:30a.t also finished with an above
m. with Jennifer Crouse asI average score for third place
hostess. J, standing.
. The Club
Women Activities at Murray
Country Club will be Tennis
Kickoff party in Green Room
at ten a. m., bridge at 9.30 a.
m. with Tech Farrell arid Ann
Spann as chairmen, and ladies
day luncheon at noon with
Judy Carroll as chairman of
the hostesses
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p. in.
as follows: Hannah with Mrs.
Ronnie Foster, Ruth Wilson at
New North Branch of Peoples
Bank, and Wesleyan with Miss
Marjorie-Crass.
Nortt Second Street Com-
munity Center will open at one
p. m. for senior citizen ac-
tivities including Health Day.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p. m. at Cor-
vette Lanes.
"Womanfolk," a two hour
program featuring women,
will be at 8:30 p. m. in
Thoroughbred Room of
Student Union Building, MSU.
No admission but donations
for Pam Rutledge Scholarship
Fund will be taken.
Drama, "Arms and the
Man," will be presented at
University Theatre at eight p.
m. Admission is two dollars.
Medical Auxiliary
Meets At Ken-Bar
The auxiliary to the Ken-
tucky Medical Association held
its annual spring board
meeting at Ken-Bar Resort
with members of the Mar-
shall, McCracken and Graves
Counties Auxiliaries as
hostesses.
Mrs Wally Montgomery of
Paducah, state president,
conducted the meeting
Trading and sharing ideas was
the theme of the two-day
session. County presidents
from across the state told of
their activities and ac-
complishments for the year
They reported on raising
scholarship funds and doing
volunteer work in many areas.
Mrs W. P. iall and Mrs
William Smith of Paducah
presented a program on a
McCracken County project,
screening pre- school children.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray
gave a workshop on com-
munication.
There is a national contest to
select a new emblena or the
AMAA seal A design stibmitted
by Mrs. Ron Kelley 4' Paducah
was selected as Kentucky's
entry in the national event. A
new seal for the AKMA also
was selected.-
Delegates for the national
convention were chosen. Mrs.
Montgomery and Mrs Nancy
Rollings, president-elect, of
Louisville will head the
delegation to Dallas, Texas,
June
A social hour and dinner
highlighted the first evening of
the spring board meeting.
Entertainment was provided
by Miss Karen Gordon, Mis5
Paducah, and Miss Sherr,





Gleason Hall at St. Leo's
Church on N. 12th St. Doors
open at 6:30 and game time is
7:00 p.m. All bridge players
are welcome, so bring your
partner and come join us for
the least expensive, most
entertaining evening in town,
said -Wally Swan.
No advance notice is
necessary, but for further
information, or for help in




New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
NO NIGHT_ WITHOUT
STARS, by Andre Norton.
Atheneum.
This boldly-imagined story
in which the world we know
has been rent asunder by
some cataclysmic natural
disaster is told by a leading
writer of science fiction and
fantasy.
ANTIQUES DON'T LIE, by
Nelson Way. Doubleday.
You can avoid paying too
much for a not-so-old piece of
furniture by using this guide
that tells how to examine
antique furniture the way an
expert does.
THE BEST SEAT IN
BASEBALL, BUT YOU HAVE
TO SAND, by Lee Gutkind.
Dial Press.
In explaining how umpires
manage to cope with a
profession in which abuse and
insults are part of the game,
the author shows us a lot about
a little-known side of baseball.
THE PRIVATE FRANK-
LIN, by Claude Lopey, Nor-
ton-
This account of Franklin's
personal life is drawn largely
from the surviving
correspondence between
Franklin and his friends and
family.
THE WORLD OF JESSE
STUART, by Jesse Stuart.
McGraw-Hill.
J. R: LeMaster, Kentucky
-author himself, put together
this volume of Stuart's poetry.
The poems included are first
concerning himself, then the
life around him on his farm,
then, in widening circles,
Kentucky, Appalachia, all of




Here are the 100 very
choicest species Frederich
has come across — and
cultivated for himself — in his
long career as a plantsman.
He brings together the two
disciplines of gardening and
landscape design and includes
many color illustrations.
A WINTER'S RECK-
ONING, ty Ellen Geld.
Doubleday.
A tale of love that is twisted
into possession, of strength
that becomes weakness, and




Mr. and Mrs. Rex Gilbert of
Sedalia Route One announce
the birth of a baby girl born on
Monday, March 22, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Gilbert of Sedalia
and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Pickering nf South. Fultoti,
Tenn.
141111 NOTES
by William M. Boyd
In these inflationary times,
it's hard to believe that there
was ever a need for half-cent
coins but the U. S. coined them
from 1793 until 1858, using five
basic designs.
Would you believe that our "Full Service" Bank is











\ co wedge. ot,tag
  Personality.
Meet the fresh-air kids, sandalized, airy bare,
sure thing to be seen everywhere this spring and summer.
Woven, wrap-around wedge, soft strappings,
gentle fit. Colors and sizes galore!
Sizes 5 to 16, Widths N and M
Family Shoe Store
510 Main









































































































Kathie Broach, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Broach,
and Lance Hooks, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kelsy Hooks, were
chosen as Citizens of the Month for March at Calloway
County High School. Kathie is editor of the Laker annual,
co-captain of the varsity cheerleaders, corresponcing
secretary of fBLA, a member of the Pep Club, Speech
Team, Beta Club. FHA, Honor Society, and Coldwater
United Methodist ChurcflAance is a member of the Pep
Club, FEILA Chapter, Baseball Team, is manager of the
Basketball team, was voted Best Dressed in the senior
class, and attends the Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 13,1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20 %IA
Chance could very well step in
now and hand you, on the
proverbial silver platter. what
all your striving couldn't attain.
A ftne day'
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
It would be wise to keep plans
flexible. Certain changes of




May 22 to June 21)
Fine Mercury Influences spur
incentive, stimulate good ideas
— many of Which may be
distinctly novel. Capitalize on
all during this good period.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) errif
Be patient if you encounter
delays and obstacles to your
plans, but don't bring them on
yourself through vacillation,
irresolution. Step forward with
confidence 
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Someone may advance a get-
'rich-quick scheme. Size him up
thoroughly before you even
listen. A -sensational" gain
now could prove costly later.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 WPtil
Your innate artistry and gift
for projecting the unusual that
has intrinsic merit stand out as
J2fiCZ
winners here. Others can profit
by your exceptional know-how.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Something you hear may
cause you to suspect a bit of
backstage maneuvering, but
don't let it lessen your self-
confidence. Keep going as you
planned and ignore rumors.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rn/AV.
Financial. matttrs .governed
by generous influences. You can
now pull off a deal which once
seemed hopeless.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A few "surprises- likely --
some which will please, others
which may not. Take the bad
with the good, in your usual
philosophic manner.
CAPRICORN
'Dec.22 to Jan. 20>
Don't be disappointed if a
planned trip is called off. It
could be for the best. Evening




Don't be too quick to arrieeat
conclusions and, even after
some thought, review again.
Misinterpretation of certain
situations could prove costly.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XQ'
Your planets in fine con-
figuration. Seek top-flight in-
vestments for your money, tune
and talents. A rewarding day if
you play your cards right.
Jere;
Take it from Buster




leather. Both on a





Dr. And Mrs. Darnall Entertain The Deltas
By Mavis MeCamish
The Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
met at 630 p.m on 'Tuesday,
April 6 for its regular meeting.
The meeting opened with a
meditation and prayer by
Mrs. C. B. Ford, after which
the group enjoyed a delicious
meal with Dr. and Mrs. Josiah
Darnall as guests. The :ables
were beautiful, dressed in
white, with bouquets of spring
flowers from the woods.
Following the dinner, the
chairman, Mrs. Edwin
Strohecker presided over the
business meeting. Mrs. Ewen
Allbritten reported on the
cancer drive which is Spon-
sored each year by the Delta
department. She stated that
the committee had been
working most of the daY
completing plans for the
drive, which will be carried on
MEM!
The lunchroom menus for
the Murray City Schools for
the week of April 12-15 have
been announced by Glenda
Jeffrey, lunehroon supervisor.
The menus are subject to
occasional change and school
will not be in session Friday,
April 16, due to KEA.
A hamburger line is served
daily at Murray Mifidle....xid
Murray High with clef salads
daily at Murray High.
Menus are as follows:
Carter Elementary —
Monday — ravioli, ap-
plesauce, corn, and prune
cake; Tuesday — chicken a la
king, cranberry sauce, green
peas, and ice cream; Wed-
nesday — toasted cheese
sandwich. fruit salad, green
beans, and peanut butter
cookie; Thursday — ham-
burger with cheese, fruit
gelatin, french fries, and
cookie.
Robertson Elementary —
Monday — ravioli, ap-
plesauce, corn, and prune
cake; Tuesday — Johnny
Mozetti, cranberry sauce,
green peas, and ice cream;
Wednesday — toasted cheese
sandwich, fruit salad, green
beans, and peanut butter
cookie; Thursday — ham-
burger with cheese, fruit
gelatin, french fries, and
cookie.
Murray Middle — Monday
— fish, beans, slaw, and
cookie; Tuesday — country
fried steak, creamed potatoes,
cranberry sauce, rolls, butter,
and jelly; Wednesday — taco,
applesauce, corn, and prune
cake; Thursday chili burger,
buttered Potato, fruit gelatin,
snd cookie.
Murray High — Monday —
bar-b-qued chicken sandwich,
corn, green beans, and donut;
Tuesday — country fried
steak, sweet potatoes, peas,
cranberry sauce, rolls, butter,
and jelly; Wednesday — taco,
beans, french fries, raisins,
and banana pudding; Thur-
sday spaghetti, tossed
salad, applesauce, prunes,
french bread, and ice cream.
,8,71-41.
BOYLE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Boyle of
Murray Route One are the
parents of a baby boy,
Richard Wayne, weighing
seven pounds four ounces,
born on Saturday, April 3, at
8:24 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
the Ryan Milk Company.
_ Grandparents are Mrs.
Ruth Bell of Alm, Herbert
Boyle of Lynn Grove, and Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Jones of
Benton.
LESLIE GIRL
Mr and Mrs. Danny Leslie
of Kirksey Route One an-
nounce the birth of a baby girl,
Emily Dee, weighing seven
pounds twelve ounces, born on
Tuesday. March 30, at 11:56
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another
daughter, Alison, age four.
The father is employed at
Ingersoll-Rand, Mayfield. The
mother is on leave from the
financial aide office at Murray
State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Leslie of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Palmer of Kirksey Route One.
Serious look
at garages
Noss is the time to take a ser-
ious look at the garage. to make
certain it's fulfilling its poten-
tial for storing garden tools and
other household supplies.
One of space is be-
tween the ceiling and thc car
hood Open shelves or cabinets
can he hung from the rafters or
atached to the back wall to
utilin this space
When space permits, a side
wall can he devoted to shelves
of sar) mg heights Western
pine or fir WO or 1x12-inch
heard'. are the usual Choice for
garage shelving.
through the month of April.
The department voted to
donate $75.00 to the cancer
fund
Mrs. Thomas -Hogancanip,
chairman of the nominating
committee, presented the
following slate of officers for
the coming year: Mrs. Edwin
Arohecker, chairman; Mrs.
Harry MeGurk, vice chair-
man; Miss Venda Gibson,
secretary; Mrs. Robert
Usery, treasurer; and Mrs. C.
B. Ford, chaplin, who were
elected.
The chairman announced
that the Murray Woman's club
had received a citation for
civic improvement from the
president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's clubs.
Miss Clara Eagle, program
chairman for the evening,
introduced Dr. and Mrs.
Josiah Darnall, who presented
a most interesting and
fascinating program of
bicentennial music. They sang
a number of songs - some
sacred, which included
• —Wondrotia Love" and
"Amazing Grace " Mrs.
Darnall sang several old
familiar tunes and played the
auto-harp and dulcimer.
-Home On the Range," played
by Dr. Darnall on the violin
and accompanied by Mrs.
Darnall on the piano was a
real delight.
Finally, Dr. Darnall led the
group in singing "America."
"America, the Beautiful," and
other old time favorites. The
warmth and friendliness of the
Darnalls plus their per-
formance made it a most
enjoyable and relaxing
evening.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. Harry Sparks, Mrs.
H. I. Oakley, Mrs. Ewen
Allbritten, Mrs. Loren Adams,




DAYS ONLY FABRICS (
HANCOCK
GATHER UP YOUR PATTERNS ---
I











TOWARD PURCHASE OF EACH
NEW PATTERN IN STOCK
ALL OLD PATTERNS MUST BE IN PATTERN ENVELOPE
LIMIT OF THREE
BRING IN ONE OLD PATTERN AND RECEIVE 70c CREDIT
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF ONE NEW PATTERN
BRING IN YOUR OLD PATTERNS AND RECEIVE $2.10 CREDIT




SKINNER ULTRA SUEDE Jr.
• MACHINE WASHABLE
• MAKES A 350' DRESS FOR N45"
•3 NEW SPR1NG COLORS
16"
WA tea Mill %SO
DESIGNER KNIT LENGTHS
• VALUES TO H
• FAMOUS DESIGNER STYLING
• HEAVY PANT WEIGHTS
• DELICATE PRINT TOP WEIGHTS
• ALL 60" WIDE
• 100 POLYESTER
Paducah, Ky.
CCE:;nal Point Shopping Center Open Mon.-Fri. 9 A.M.-9 P.M. Saturday 9 A.M.-6 P.M.
6
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SHERIFF'S
SALE
I will on Monday, April 26, 1976 at 10:00 A. M. at the Court
House door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky expose to
public sale to the highest bidder the following delinquent tax
claims upon which a real estate assessment appears the
amount includes the tax, .penalty, Sheriff's service fee and
advertising cost. The claims sold become a lien upon the
property described-upoVie face of the tax bill and are sub-
ject to 12 per cent interesf per annum.
MAURICE WILSON
SHERIFF OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Bill No., Names Amount
98 Allen, Kenneth 47.88
199 Bailey, Max E 66.24
242 Barger, Zelma J 38.21
310 Bea ugard, Georgia  628
340 Berry, Joseph ........ •• • • - • •  18.38
347 Betts, Marie Brandon 53.84
394 Blakely, George , 8  84
426 Bogard, Loman Ruda  67.75
639 Brunner, Richard N  58.00
669 Bulder, Lloyd 63.55
876 Chapman, Alvin 62.65
938 Coates, Bonnie Smith 66.31
939 Coates, Terra 628
1012 Collins, Willie B 17.30
1136 Crider, Rowland L.  17.77
1146 Crouch, Jerry D. 94.41
1183 Cunningham, Theodore R 22.88
151 Diarnont, Eugene A. 48.43
1348 Dowst. David W  15.22
1477 Emerson, Bobby J.  16.ati
1489 Emmert, D. Chris 107.18
1617 Farris, Tremon 15.22
1618 Farris, Tremon P. Jr  61.20
1673 Fitts, Douglas ET AL 161.60
1805 Ganger, Ruby
1876 General Silica Products
2024 Guthrie, Thomas Lee 
2051 Hale, Mrs. Mary 
2097 Harding, Bert
2300 Hodge, John S. & Donald L. Nanny.. 40.26
2305 Hodges, John & Dan Nanny 4121
2436 Hubbard, Louise 705
2437 Hubbard, Louise  16.50
2454 Hughes, Glenda G 66.29
2555 Hynes, Aloyce & Barbara Jarrett 15.22
2751 Jones, Jones, Gladys 10.88
2806 Jones, Rural R. 34.88
535 King, Owen  .12766
3061 Lane, Gertrude 577 -
3130 Lawrence, Mrs. J. W.  12.66
3152A Lax, Steve 4202.
3357 Mathis, Kenneth 58.39
3481 McGeehee, Desiree  13.95
3524 McKinney, Robert G.  15.09
3822 Murray Sand Co  287.30






3955 Orten, Dorothy -
39'78 Outland, James P 50.98
4060 Parker, Billy Joe 76.04
4201 Peeler, Birdene 30.55
4448 Remole, Darrell R  56.09
4605 Rogers, Glen 76.34
4678 Ross, Thomas 705
C.a . fel
4636 Rutledge, Havana 628
4737 Rutlege, Havana 6  02
4739 Rutledge, Pete Jr   35.11
5019 Skinner, John W. 21.53
5022 Skinner, Oscar   10.11
5395 Taylor, J. E . .......48.43
5439 Thomas, Kenneth W 66.31
5560 Tr-Way Oils Inc.  118.27
5774 Walls, Harold 7  55
5775 Walls, Harold 31.01
5777 Walls, James 41.84
5806 Ward., L. Charles  54.82
5901 Wells, Oina . . . 806
6162 Wooford, Louise .6.02
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
7044 Adams, Dwain • 25.89
7080 Adams, James E. & Linda  752
7083 Adams, Jim 61.95
7117 Adcock, F. D -tr. ..--:-.-7-.T.T-rfs-rrry tr • .. 7.52
7129 Adsit, Glenn -6  27
7143 Ahart, Troy Jr  107.06
7144 Mart, William 29.75
7148 Akey, Elizabeth 8.17
7161 Alexander, Clarence A. 5  65
7162 Alexander, Clarence A. 5  94
•
7221 Allen, Carolyn A
7224 Allen, David D




7244 Allen, William H  17.02
7328 Anderson, Thomas F.  14.19
7347 Applegate, Carl  rt.   6.91
7354 Arrningeon, Charles R 49.30
7442 Austad, Glen H. 6  91
7465 Bacher, Joe 33.48
7537 Bakenhus, John F 752
7553 Baker, James E 88]
7623 Barclay, Jack R. 11.33
7625 Bard, William R. & Michael Mobley 33.48
7628 Barker, H. 0. 25.89
7640 Barnes, Carol I,.  23.98
7651 Barnes. Richard & Dora 11.33
7687 Barnett, Shirley 6  59
7694 Barnett, William Ray 7  52
7736 Barto, Oicar C. 594
7746 Bass, Jesse 752
7762 Baylor, Billy 6  59
7839 Beane, William B. 14 50
7856 Beane, Rubena  11.33
7880 Becker, Terry G. 65 12
7907 Bell & Overby 
7911 Bell, Carl 
yuri•••
1J7948 Bennett, Carl W 
7979 Berry, John F.-
7980 Berry, JoseØ N.  1001
8006 Riffle, James K. III 
8018 Billheimer, John K 
8051 Birdsong, Jerry --
0066 Bishop, C. A. Deed  11.75







8148 Blaylock, James paten 6  59
8177 Bocage, Sterling kJr. 
8153 Blixt, Dean C 6  91
8204 Bogard, Phillip , 
8221 Boggs, Burel . 
8237 Bonds, Leon .
ft310 Bowling, Neil Wesley 7  27
8M3 Boyd, Tony T • 12.59
8512 Britt. Jdmes E. 
. .
- - 7,b2






8641 Bruce, David M.




8666 Bryant, Charles ... ,  691
8743 Buoy, Thomas Allen 8  17
8751 Bullock, Ronald C 55.19
8773 Burke, Gerald 8  17
8797 Burkeen, David Brent  46.14
8798 Burkeen, Dayman L  17.66
8801 Burkeen, Eugene . 22.72
8847 Burkeen, Paul & Ruby 10.69
8884 Burns, J W. 7  52
8889 Burris, Billy 46.14
8895 Burton, Bobby 6  26
8909 Bush, Doyle 817
9044 Calhoon, Ewin  4, 23.40
9084 Campbell, Burton L. . f 6  91
9105 Canada, Filey F. 752
9133 Carlson, Russell H. 626
9197 Carroll, James E. 7  52
9222 Carson, Joseph R.  626
9229 Carson, William R. 6  26
9271 Castro, Richard 6  91
9273 Catet, Walter M.  12.59
9333 Chamberlain, Clarence 5  94
9409 Cherry, Gerald D. 626
9537 Clark, Raymond 
9612 Cobham, Jan & Brenda
9722 Collie, Jimmy 
9805 Colson, Jean
9814 Colson, W. Lonnie 
9839 Conaway, Harvey J. 
9858 Connor, Arlie
9866 Con yer, Donald D. or Thomas L.
9867 Conyer, Donald or Helen or Michael D,
9975 Cooper, William W
10012 Cossey, Kenneth Gardner
10013 Cossey, Kenneth Gardner
10060 Cox, Alex L
10066 Cox, John E .
10210 Crouch, Jerry 
10249 Crowder, Mollie E 
10301 Cumbee, Hurley B.
10321 Cunningham, Donald
10396 Currin, James A.
10406 Cutler, Steve K
10473 Darnell, James Lee 
10513 Daunora, Barbara
10529 Davis, C. A  ..






















10555 Davis,Ray 0. 
10557 Davis, Robert
10566 Davis, Wayne
10577 Dayton, W. B
10590 Decker, Frank W 
10619 Denham, Graham Est 
10638 Denniston, Louis M.
10654 Deutsch, Steve 
10663 Dweese, Hassel S. 
10664 Dewey, Daniel
10703 Dieterlen, Carl L
10704 Dietz, Jack L. Est • 
10713 Dillon, Dwayne 
10831 Dorris, Luther J. 
10863 Dow, Floyd A. & Ester L.
10904 Downs, Ed
.16
10933 Driver, W. B. & David 
jaw. nuciaer,  Tinnald Wane 
10955 Duke, Marvin J 
10956 Duke, Marvin J. Jr
10972 Duncan Alfred E 
11003 Duncan, Eugene 
11015 Duncan, Huie 
11028 Duncan, Leo 
11036 Duncan, Polie 
11078 Dunn, Jewell Ahart 
11129 Eaker, Glenn Thomas 
11130 Eaker, Mrs. Irene 
11178 Edwards, Artis L. 
11195 Edwards, Helen J 
11214 Edwards, Kenneth A. 
11246 Elam Hal B
11286 Elkins, Darrell 
1158 Elkins, Dwain 
11290 Elkins, Earnest D 










































11329 Elkins, W. A  81.59
11330 Elkins, W. A 51.82
11344 Elliott, James  19.25
1134,5 Elliott, James H 74.31
11350 Elliott, Richard C. 49.10
11412 Engle, Ralph 62$
11552 Everhart, Virgil M 6  59
11555A Evitts, Clyde   36.65
11584 Fallwell, Harold 34.74
11602 Falwell, William P 33.48
11604 Fannaro, Len  817
11632 Farrar, Lawrence  141.22
11681 F a ulks, James O.-Jacquelyn Hite 13.85
11688 Fega, Morton E 12.47
11723 Ferguson, Edward R 5.94
11781 Fish R. E 752
11829 Floyd, Burlos 659
11838 Fogleman, John W 7.52
11858 Ford, Joe 549.23
11860 Ford, Milous H. 722
11862 Ford, Milous H. Sr. 6  91
11881 Forrester, Jean 785
11916 Fowler, James 833
11923 Fox, James 817
11924 Fox, James 90.60
11997 Funston, Richard L.





12244 Garland, John S. 82.25
12245 Garland, John Sanders 130.30
12253 Garland, Olen L. & Joseph D 65.12
12'71.5 Garland, Paul  . 33.48
12256 Garland, Paul  46.14
12283 Garrett, Chester A. 7  49
1/331 Gelsinger, Donald 0. or Reva 6  26
1/176 Gibbons, David F. or Margie R. 8 17
12395 Gidcomb, Clarence I, 23.96
12407 Gill, Harry Sr. 
12418 Gilmore, Michael A. 10.07
12458 Gobble, Thomas J or Bettie R. Jr 5  94
12461 Godwin, Joe E 681
12463 Goff, John 25.25
12465 Goheen, Emily 881
12506 Goodwin, Russell A.  103.09
12528 Gos.sett. Effie M. 691
12544 Graf, Otto 7  52
• 12546 (1raffis, Carl  691
12568 Graves, Richard E  13.24
12569 Graves. Richard E. 10.07
12642 Greene Barney W. 15.13
12652 Greer, Jesse 25 WI
126.53 Greer, Jesse Mackie  6.91
12659 Gregg, William L. 691
12682 Griffith,James E  .. 8.48
12691 Grisareer, -James A 10.07














13669 Holland, James 
13683 Hollaway, James E 
13686 Holloway, James E
13691 Holmes Robert C
13776 Hopkins, Jerry  
13777 Hopkins Jerry L.
13804 Hopkins, Walter
13837 Horton, Bobby C 




12834 Hale, Charles  . 7.52
12916 Hall, Nakornix 11.33
12925 Hall, Roy L. 
• 6  91
12958 Hanunons, John W 68.28
12961 Hampton, Emily 7  52
12962 Hampton, John J. Jr   10.63
12983 Haney, Charles or Lilliam M 9  43
13006 Hardison, Zilpha 
13028 Hargrove, Jimmy  
13052 Harmon, John 
13058 Harp, Leon N. Sr 
13089 Harrington, Mackey L
13092 Harris, Donald W.  12.47
13093 Harris, Edward P  .... 27.15
13119 Harris, Willie A  41.07
13148 Hart, Herman W 1 626
•v •13166 Haslett, John D 
13200 Haynes, George C
13216 Haywood, David
13217 Haywood, Doris L 
13224 Hazelwood, James
13237 Heath, Melvin C. 
13248 Helm, Luther
1325.211enderson, Billy & Max Wiggins




13294 Hendricks, C. T. Est
6  11 16047 May, Leonard 10.60
16069 Mays, Emmett E. 6  91
16127 McClanahn, Leroy 95.00
16198 McCoy, Ramona 6  91
16322 McFarland, Guy P. 150.55
16323 McFarland, Helen H. 594
16345 McG uins, Gene • 594
16352 McIntosh, Ronnie 683
16376 McKie, Donna Jean 5  94
41.01 16377 McKie, Donna Jean 565
14.50 16414McLeod&Downing. v6 46.35
10.07 16417 McLeod, Claude Earl 27.15
659 16420 McLeod, Edward   131.56
16468 Medley, Maxine . 31.03
16471 Meeks, Elmo T.  .7.22
16520 Miles, Fronie 0.40
16535 Miller, Charles E 100.86
..... 8.17 ii536 Miller, Charles r. 817
8 17 16a18 Miller, Herman W 10.07
7  52 16602 Miller, Joseph C. lit,.  80.94
11.33 16645 Miller, Robert D.  43.47
16654 Miller Robert W  . 8.00
16662 Miller ThornasF.  ..... 8.81
16663 Miller, Thomas F.  10.69
16677 Milligan, James 5  94
16687 Mills, Lela B. 6  91
16701 Mincy, Edward L. 8  17
16719 Mitchell, Eisler R 5  94
16720 Mitchell, Eisler R 594
16744 Mitchuson, Obie Gene 30.31
16750 Moeller Karl C  . 8.17
16782 Mondragon, Angel 10.38
16834 Moore, Dottie   11.33
27.53 16838 Moore, Eston Z. 626
16891 Morgan, Francis T 6  91
13295 Hendricks, Charles B 
13361 Herman, Joseph
13364 Hernandez, Ramon
13379 Herndon, Jackie 
13435 Hicke, Shirley & Beverly
13490 Hightower, Ernie
13510 Hill, Frank W
13518 Hill, J. B. & James Hart
13539 Hill, Thomas R. 















 12.5913896 Houston, Ervin R. ET AL 
13926 Howard, Carl R 
/3927 Howard, Carl R 
13964 Hubbell, Larry R.






14106 Hutchins, Hafford  11.33
14110 Hutchins, John T 130.37
14119A Hutson, Harold B 68.27
14214 J B J Corp 10.07
14283 Jacobson, Linda Star 
1  
6  26 - et 14344 Jennings, James F. 10.07
14345 Jennings, Jerry P 5  94
14348 Jenschke, Stephen J. .3 6  26
14462 Joiner, William 752
14463 Joines, Donald A 30.31
14472 Jones, Alton 37.22
14501 Jones, Charles K. or L. Dale
14543 Jones, Ntrs,Edna A.
14565 Jones, Gerald W
4630 Jones. Madison.  
t14639 Jones, Mildred M.  
14695 Jones, Velma W 
14715 Jordon, J. Christine
14723 Joven, Jose C.
14785 Keener, Harvey J. or George Beech
14787 Keeney, Edward M
14796 Kellams, L. E.
14801 Keller, Ronald V
14803 Kelley, Elmer J.
14805 Kelley, Mary Helen
14875 Kennedy, Daniel L.
14884 Kennernore, Marvin
14951 Kirnbrell, Melvin
14969 Kim bro, Judith
14973 Kimbro, 0. C.
14975 Kimbro, Ronnie
6  91


















14985 King, Arvelee  11.20
15002 King, James R 11.97
15010 King, Walter H  13.16
15110 Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr 5  65
15111 Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr. 8  07
15155 Kruse, Howard A. 8  17
15165 Kurth, Irene de Jack Hiland 8  73
15183 Lafferty, Dan J 785
15184 Lafferty, Jack  5.94
15212 Lamb, Dennis E.' 5  61
15255 Lamplons, Derrell 7  52
15273 Lane, Gaylon 6  26
15294 Laremore, Lucille 785
15365 Latimer, Ray 20.83
15378 Lawrence, Era 8  17
15379 Lawrence, Eva 8  48
15448 Lee, Jesse 6  91
15469 Lee, Robert  831
15515 Lewellyn, Lawrence T 881
15526 Lewis, Harold L.  15.13
15536 Lewis, Melba 6  91
15537 Lewis, Melba  • 6  91
15544 Liddell, Oscar B 11.33
15573 Lindsey, Richard W • 7.22
15585 Littan, Donnie W 6  91
15593 Lively. James E. Jr.  11.33
15594 Lively, James O. 33.48
15607 Lockhart, Myrtle 36.64
15615 Lofton, Donald 8  81
15619 Long, David A 6  59
15636 Louvin, Betty 6  26
15641 Love, Philip L 6  59
15642 Loveall, Joseph M. Jr. 6  59
15651 Lovett, David I 7  52
15658 Lovett, Kenneth A 7  52
15695 Lovins, Richard & Charles 68.28
15718 Lowery, Panuel N  11.97
15757 Lynch, R. H.  58.36
15771 Lyons, J. H. 6  91
15774 Lyons, Luther 7t)./1
15786 Madden, William E. & Imogene  21.64
15844 Maness, Junior 5  65
15845 Maness, Oscar   18.30
15847 Maness, Robert 11.33
15853 Manion, Harvey 6  26
15857 Mann. Anthony M 785
15870 Manning, J. H.  61.95
15877 Manning. Ronald E  11.33
15912 Marlowe, James A. 51.71
i5925 Marshall, Charles M. 10.07
15947 Martin, Harold B. 8, Julia 7  52
15958 Maruschak, John Jr 10.54
15959 Maruschak, John Jr 9 43
15960 Marvin Mrs. Bobby Jack  10.07
15966 Mason. Robert 1949.
15964 Mathis, Donnie . 51.84
046 May_ Le.onard  3790
16899 Morgan, James H 11.33
16954 Morris, Michael Wayne 14.50
16995 Morrison, James R 8  81
17003 Morrison, Robert E. 881
17005 Morrison, Shelly 163.72
17046 Moubray, Kenneth Wayne 8  17
17085 Murdock, SFC Millard B.  10.07
17105 Murphey, Richard A. & Noretta Lee.....6.26 
17123 Murray Memorial Garden 163.21
17126 Murray Silica Sand Inc.  46.14
17153 Myers, Jerry J. & John L. Brown Jr. 8  81
17173 Nance, Bob  11.33
17180 Nance, J. D.  11.33
17191 Nance, Raley E 565
17268 Ness, Donald G 626
17271 Nestrud, Maurice j.  . 11.33
17284 Neuhoff, William E 626
17313 Newsome, Delbert  154.91
17334 Nichols, William A  • 691
17335 Nichols, William A . 710
17352 Noble, Virgil or Wm. Edward Jr. 6  26
17353 Noble, Virgil 5  94
17354-Noble, Virgil orLoia K 594
17355 Noble, Virgil & Lois 6  59
17379 Norman, L. C. Jr .659
17436 Obrien, Stephen W. or Darlene P 5  94
17442 Odell, Ben K 11.33
17448 Odom, Harry 10.69
17500 Orgon, Wayne 881
17573 Osborne, Clifton G 99.92
17576 Osborne, Harold R..  210.23
17616 Outland, Glenn 92.33
177137 Owens, Edward 11.33
17786 Parenteau, Earle M  7.39
171a 
17856 Parker, Ronald  565
17868 Parks, Anna Lou " 626
17899 Parnal , Donald R 8  17
17949 Paschall, Alexander L 30.31
18192 Perucca, Pete  10.07
18227 Phillips, Charles M 8  59
18351 Poe Richard B 5  94
18353 Poe, Richard B. 594
18460 Prescott, Robert Eugene 68.28
18485 Pridemore J. H.  20.83
18499 Pritchard, John E  63.78
18537 Privitt Earl  18.92
18538 Proctor, Billie G 752
18545 Prokaski, Daniel G 870
18556 Pryde, Paul C. 752
18558 Pryor, Harold 6  26
16579 Puckett, Samuel C. 37,07
18580, Puckett, Samuel C. 99.92
18616 Quick, Silas 555
18642 Rahiga, John L. 7  52
18650 Ralph, Rachael  17.51
18651 Ralph, Rachael V.  11.97
18673 Ramsey, Wilbur 5  94
18726 Ray. David 5  94
18819 Reibitz, Ola Mae 10.69
18826 Reilly, Charlie   21.46
18838 Retirement Acres 8  17
18839 Retirement Acres 56.58
18840 Retirement Acres 8  81
18.864 Rhodes, Charles 8  81
18865 Rhodes, Charles  124.82
18886 Richardson, Dennis B. 5  65
92 Richardson, Ralph R. ite Jewell ... 785
la:93 Richardson. Rodney D 47.52
19099 Robinson, Elmer D 6  91
19120 Roby, H E 14.50
19125 Rodgers, James M  12.24
19134 Rogers, Charles H. Jr • 12.69
19191 Rogers, Jimmy 118.91
19162 Rogers, Orrin R. 5  94
19166 Rogers, Ronald 90.44
19173 Rogers, Terry 52.47
19238 Ross, Cornelia Fay 7  06
19287 Rowland, Joe P 7  52
19317 Rudd, Stewart W. Jr. 7  52
19354 Rushing, John R . 594
19357 Rushing, L. L 60.75
19366 Russell, Charles 7  50
19367 Russell, Charles D.  31.57
19368 Russell, Charles E. 6  26
19491 Scaffe, Henry L  ' 9 43
19506 Scates, Ira  20.93
10.0719528 Schippert, Bill 
19531 Schmidt, Robert V.
19540 Schoellhamer, Richard 8  17
19549 Schroader, Bobby 25.94
19550 &broader, Bobby 
• 71.4519588 Scott, C. W.   159.74
19612 Scott, James T. Sr.  21.15
19655 Seay, Billy J. & Rosina 7  52
19679 Settle, Mrs. Bennie  36.07
19703 Shaffner. Ronnie B  15.76
19704 Shamblin, Jerry B. 5  94
19729 Shekel]. Marie  58.80
19730 Shekel] Marie 81.21
198.32 Shipley, Donald 750
19899 Sieting. Robert L. 23.98
19926 Simms, Mae 722
19927 Simms, Mae E 10.69
19936 Simpson, Joel W. 911
19980 Skra ha la , .Ioe 7  22
19981 Slagel, Herald!)  8.13
20016 Srnith, Alfred F  12.59
20027 Smith, Cecil -  .4.81
20057 Sinith, Edward E. .1) 11
(Cont. On Page 5)
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U S San Weft
3377 Oakum
Washington 0
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What Do You Get
For Your Tax Money
By JOHN CUNN1FF
' AP Business Analyst -srNEW YORK t AP - Spending by all
levels of government is now at an an-
nual rate in excess of $500 billion, which
is only 25 times' Vie amount spent as
recently as 1940, and 311 times the total.
of 1902.
And what do you get for your money?
Defense and health research and a
systein of justice, for example, but also,
says an esteemed professor, you get
inflation, shoddy goods and a lot of
baloney too.
Roland McKean, an economist at the
University of Virginia, insists that the
nation's consumers should get as
exercised about government goods and
services as they have about the
products of the private sector.
Government does come in for con-
sumer criticism, of course, but it does
seem that the thrust of the consumer
movement has been focused on private
enterprise, perhaps because its abuses
are more evident.
Ever-vigilant and hopeful, despite
some stunning statistical reverses, the
economy-minded Tax Foundation
forever tries to correct that situation by
reducing - a questionable phrase -
tax figures to something meaningful, to
wit:
The average taxpayer this year will
in effect be working for the government
until May 1. It will take until that date
to earn the money that Uncle Sam and
his nieces and nephews in state and
local government will spend.
:Taxes, it has already reported; will
ris-ttiaire. 2 hours, 39 minutes of the
average taxpayer's day, by far the
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sonal budget, more than eight times the
minutes needed to pay for recreation.
McKean thinks we ought not just read
these fieurei once a Year, when the
foundation compiles them,. but keep
them iii mind all year round, because
the -products" of government often are
inferior, wasteful and dangerous.
Public products, he maintains, should
come under the same scrutiny as the
products of private e iterprise. What
are these products? Tariffs, price-
support programs, regulatory
programs, housing, weVare, defense ...
When I say the consumer continues
to face shoddy products, hazardous
products, and misleading advertising, I
think mainly of the public goods that he
buys," McKean stated in a elassic little
article for the foundation's "Tax
Review."
The article was published More than
a year ago, but some readers will never
forget the intensity of his indignation,
the controlled fury of his argument,
best expreifSed in this one sentence:
"As a consumer I do indeed feel put
upon regarding the quality of my goods
- but it's not as much because my hot
dogs are 30 per cent chicken and bread
crumbs: it's much more, because my
public goods often seem to be 60 per
cent baloney."
IlEARTIIN
HEARTI.INE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s-fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE:, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
Heartline: I have read where
Medicare medical insurance premiums
are being increased this year to $7.20. I
am very thankful for Medicare, yet
they never seem to pay the complete 80
per cent of my bill. Since we now have
to pay more for Medicare, will they pay
more benefits to us? - J.C.
Answer: The premiums for Medicare
will be increased in July of this year
and also there will be a reevaluation of
the reasonable charges paid for
covered services and supplies. New
reasonable charges are put into effect
on July 1 of each year.
The Medicare carrier for your area
determines the reasonable charges for
covered services and supplies based on
the actual charges made during the
previous calendar year. This means
Kentucky Politics
Looks Rather Ho-hum
• By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Except
for the presidential primary, it looks
like a ho-hunt year for Kentucky
politics.
Although no U. S. Senator is up for
election until 1978, the seven
Congressional elections would seem to
offer some competition. But despite
efforts by some partisans to stir in-
terest, all the incumbents are favorites.
Consider that three are unopposed in
the May 25 primary : Democrat Carroll
Hubbard in the 1st District, Democrat
William Natcher in the 2nd and
proinbean Gene Snyder in the 4th.
Consider that three others have
diolvin opposition In the primary which
ranges from light to normal:
Republican Tim Lee Carter in the 5th,
Democrat John Breckinridge in the 6th
and Carl Perkins in the 7th.
And Democrat Romano Maizoli in
the 3rd, though facing some primary
and general election foes, seems strong
enough to resist the anti-busing tide in
Louisville and Shively that threatened
him for a time.
So it looks as tholigh all seven
Congressmen will survive another two
years, but Kentucky politics is volatile
and in a few months the outlook could
change.
If any upsets are in the making, one
might lookat the 2nd and 4th Districts.
Veteran William Natcher of Bowling
Green is getting on in years-66 -and
d, the theme of his 39-year-old Republican
opponent,' State Sen. Walter Baker of
Glasgow, . is that a younger
representative is needed.
Whether Baker merely is prepping
for a serious future effort on going for
broke now cannot be detertnined.
But despite the odds againsthim in a
Democratic district, Baker is busily
organizing for a major campaign,
considering the shortage of GOP fun-
ding.
Republicans profess to take heart
from Congressional results in 1968 and
1972 when, they say, their nominees.
took 40 per cent or more of the district
vote. Those were presidential years and
so is this one.
Thnir  .a.3 if -GOP con--
tenders did that well against Natcher's
longevity, the Ineilmehtts Vulnerable.
In the 4th, Snyder appears over the
hump after a squeaker victory against
Democratic challenger Kyle Hubbard
of Louisville in 1974.
The district runs a narrow path along
the Ohio River from eastern Louisvill(
to northern Kentucky, with populous
areas at both ends. Snyder is from near
Louisville.
The Democrats realize their chances
of knocking off Snyder, a prime target
for years, depend somewhat on
geographic coordination and rallyini
behind one strong candidate.
Instead, Ed Winterberg of Covington
and George Clarke Martin . of
Anchorage, apparently will split the
Democratic sectional vote May 25 in
their efforts to become Snyder's
November challenger.
(Sheriff's Sale Cont. From Page 4)
20081 Smith, Helena E • 6  26
20083 Smith, Herman J. 8  81
20091 Smith, J. W. 29.03
20101 Smith, Joe C. 5  94
20153 Smith. SGT Paul 29.05
20195 Smith, Walter H. 118.91
20264 Sottile, Michael E 6  91
20265 Souder, Eugene J. 6  59
20266 Souder, Eugene J.  16.36
20267 Southard, Christine  185.84
20311 Sparks, Donald 943
20344 Spoonamore, Thomas N 817
20355 Stacey, J. C. 752
20357 Stacy, Edward K 171.45
20366 Stallings, Aubrey L  13.80
20377 Stalls, Clayton 53.82
20378 Stalls, Walter E  158.31
20395 Stanley, Charles E.   75.78
20476 Steen, Bernard   11.33
20490 Stephenson, Donald 943
•20493 Stepp, Jimmy R. 7  52
20506 Stewart, rnest W. 63.01
20516 Stewart, Ralph C 13.24
20518 Stewart, Ralph C.  93.81
20519 Stewart, Ralph C 87.90
20520 Stewart, Ralph C. jr  144.54
20522 Stewart, Reginald 62$
20579 Stone, Dorothy 7  52
20595 Stone, Joe Pat   122.08
20599 Stone, Rex   64.26
20614 Storts, George R.  30.31
20688 Stull, Walter E. 4x,_ - 7  52
20724 Sullivan, Mrs". Gwen6  91
213725 Sullivan, John & Jacquelyn Michicich 8  17
20738 Sutt, Billie J 6  26
20749 Sweetwater Lake Inc 8  17
20760 Swindall, William H 8  17
20814 Tan crede, SGT Donald T 1185
20889 Taylor, Robert Bacon  - r VIM . 56.88
20961 Thomas, Kenneth W  175.86
20977 Thomas, Raymond A 6  91
20996 Thompson, Charles E  24.93
21012 Thompson, George W..  11.33
21013 Thompson George W. 817
21058 Thompson, William E. fi  87
21126 Morton, Joseph 817
21165 Tibbs, Louie E 785
21224 TK A CZ Joseph M  17.66
21234 TOO, Catvin .. 232.41
21236 Todd, Calvin C  188.52
21268 Tolley, Samuel T. „ .1.32
21269 Tolley, Samuel T   14.5C
21331 Tremblay, Richard & Sharon 96.68
21336 Trent, Phillip E 20.83
21346 'Tri Way Oils Inc. 270.78
21355 Trimble, Mittie F. 8  17
21364 Trosper, John R. 817
21367 Trotter, John D 881
21426 Tucker, Neal A. 10.69
21442 Tumilowics, Mike  12.59
21447 Turley, Daythel A 131.08
21495 Turner, Ray 817
21595 Utterback, A. W. Jr. 7  V
21613 Van Atwerp, J. Spencer  46.21
21627 Vance, Jerry 24.56
21642 Vanderhoff, Thomas M. 8  17
21659 Vaughn, Harlon D 10.0;
21704 Vidmer, Stephen D ... 54.19
21729 Waddle, Billy R 8  17
21781 Walker, Earl R.   11.33
21859 Walker, John R 817
21870 Waller, Tommy H. & Nancy 6  11
21906 Walters, Joel W 6  2fi
21980 Washburn, Louis H   130.48
22032 Watson, Doris E. 10.51
22058 Watts, WITtarn 7  52
22206 Wheeler, Oynaul J. 6  91
Wheeler, Oynaul J
22248 White, Jimmy 28.38
22370 Wilkinson, Charlie B 8  81
22397 Williams, Charles 21.68
22400 Williams, Charles B 23 98
22430 Williams, Gerald K  . 10.0,
225/3 Williamson, J. C. Jr 626
22621 Wilson, James E 626
22686 Winarski, John W 11.20
22687 Winarski, Tammy Yvonne 5  94
22726 Winter, Charles W.  11.97
22730 Winter, Paul 8R1
=764 Wolf, Carl E. Jr 8  81
22765 Wolf, Milton W 65.12
22821 Woods, Wayne 20.83
22822 Woods, Wayne E  -42.97
228/3 Woods, Way-ne E. 123.66
22824 Woods, Wayne E 12.59
22825 Woods, Wayne E *11'
22905 Wyatt, Glen E. 10.69
22973 Yopp, John L 6  26
23050 Zanetta, Richard  





that Medicare will increase their.
payments for' Covered services and
supplies, but it does not mean they will
pay Bo per cent of the actual bill.
Heartline: I injured my back ip a
traffic accident last month and I cannot
work. My doctor told me that I should
oppiy for Social Security disability and
he would give me a statement saying I
an) disabled. Will Social Security ac-
cept this and give me Social Security
disability? -B. R.
Answer: .A statement by a physician
that a person is disables, is not con-
trolling for the purpose of meeting the
disability requirement of the Social
Security Act.
.When you apply for Social Security
disability, your local Social Security.
office will send your claim to an agency
in your state which is under contract to
determine if you are disabled under the
law. This agency will consider all the
facts in your tile. They will request
medical evidence from your physician,
hospital, clinic or institution where you
have been treated.
On a medical report from your
physieian, he is asked to give the
medical history of your condition such
as what is wrong with you, tiow severe
your problem is, what test results have
shown and any treatment you have
received) . Your doctor is not asked
whether yoti are "disabled" under the
Social Security law.
My first ,husband worked
for the raiii:oad.industry. He pssed
awal. in 1971 and I started to draw
widew benefits from the Railroad
Retirement Board. I then remarried in
1973 and my benefits stopped. If I now
divorce my second husband, can I go
back and draw widow benefits from the
railroad on my first husband?-R.F.T.
Answer: No, you cannot do this. Once
a.adow has remarried She As never
eligible to draw monthly widow benefits
from the Railroad Retirement Board
based on a former husband's work
-record.
For your free leaflet that lists
• ernmental pamphlets helpful to
.or citizens, send for 'A List of 20
. Tere-e GoVerhiriebt "Yernplilett7-
aildress a long envelope to yourself, put,
cents postage on it and enclose it in
an envelope addressed to Heartline,
Box 4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your






If the government illows private
business to compete with the post office
in delivering first class mail,
employees have threatened to __go on
strike. That's okay, but how will we be
able to tell they're on strike?
Stierrtists in the government's
fisheries laboratory at -Lowestof t •
Suffolk, have been baffled by a
telephone caller who asked for advice
on how to feed the Loch Ness monster.
( London Sun)
Radio station WALG in Albany, Ga.,
planned a four-hour discussion of public
apathy on its daily morning telephone
talk show. But a station spokesmati
reported that only two calls were
received during the entire program.
The usual average is 20 to 30 calls aired






By S. C. Van Curon.
FRANKFORT-Gov.., Julian M
Carroll is just inviting trouble if he
includes the Equal Rights Amendment
question in his call fir the special
session.
This is an emotional issue that can't
do anything but disrupt,. this short
session called specifically to implement
the lower tier of the new state court
system that becomes effective Jan. 1,
1978.
Recission of Kentucky's approval of
ERA couldn't do anything but pass the
hot potato on the Congress for the U. S
Supreme Court already has ruled that
amendments to the Constitution of the
United States are legislative matters
when they adopt one and then send it to
the states for ratification. •
Tennessee and Nebraskinare two of
the 34 states who have approved ERA
who have rescinded their accions.
Four more states need to iPprove it
before it becomes a part of ttw Con-
stitution, and then the question of a
state's power to change its mind will
come into controversy.
Gov. Carroll has already named
three topics that he will put in his 11
for the special session: the judicia
Jefferson County's sewer bond issue
and mine safety.
He qualified one of the topics by
saying the bond issue for Jefferson
County would be included if 80 per cent
or the Jefferson County legislatfve
delegation would take a position for it.
Jerry Kleir, chairman of the
delegation, last week said he doubted 80
per cent would be pledged to pass the
bills.
Carroll also has indicated that "no
fault" automobile insurance may be
included since rate increase approvals
have been allowed by the State
Department of Insurance. Carroll's
decision about in-eluding this question
depends upon results e a study now
underway by the legislative Research
Commission.
Carroll has said there is a chance that
the budget may have to be amended if
revenue collections do not come tifio
expectiffons. Ttds would effect the area
of capital construction that was in-
cluded in his budget. As far as govern-
ment operations, there appears to be no
call for a change in operating costs.
The governor is holding open the
possibilities that other questions may
be included in the call for a special
session.
It really doesn't matter if eight or 10
reasonable propositions are included in
the call, for this many issues can be
handled just as easily as one. Special
sessions normally last about two weeks.
The bills are drafted before the session
starts, and it's just a matter of the time
required for bills to pass through both
houses. The fastest a bill can pass the
process is five days, but that ex-
traordinary procedure probably won't
be used.
If the legislators decided to use the
committee and hearing process begun
under the rules at the beginning of the
regular session, the special session
•
could last three weeks. The rules
require that a bill must be posted two
days before it can be sent to the Rules
Committee that clears it for the voting
process on the floor. One day is allowed
for committee hearings before being
cleared by the regular committee of the
legislature.
A special task force is still working on
the judicial bills to implement the lower
court system, and this should be no real
problem when the special session
convenes.
If ERA is put in the call, look for a
host of lobbyists and protestors and an
emotional atmosphere in legislative
halls.
10 Years Ago'
Southern Bell Telephone Company
said today that in many cases it is now
possible to successfully trace obscene
telephone calls, according to R. K.
Carpenter, local Southern Bell
manager.
Mrs. Gracie Luton died yesterday at
the Beale Hotel where her husband is
manager. -
The District Beta Club held its spring
meeting at Calloway County High
School. The host school presented the
'program with Richard Edmonds
Presiding.
births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Dale Key on April 8.
New officers of the Faxon Mothers
Club Mrs. Curtis Hays, Mrs. James
Outland, Mrs. Keys McCuiston. Mrs.
Wayne Clark, Mrs. Carlos Elkins, Mrs:
Rupert Emerson, Mrs. Edgar Smith,
and Mrs. Loyd Buchanan.
20 Years Ago
Wilma Boyd of the Murray Training
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America was elected
;resident of the District Federation at
the meeting held at Murray State
- 
Deaths reported include Mrs. Joe- B.
Carter of Martin, Tenn., mother of J. H.
Carter of Murray.
James Hall Jones of Murray will take
part in the University of Cincinnati's
50th anniversary celebration of
cooperative education April 19-25.
Births reported include a girl, Debra
Joan, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph William
Graves, April 2.
American legion Post No. 73 will
present a three act play, "Hell On




And it came to pass, as He sat at
meat with them, Ile took bread,
and blessed it, and brake, and gas e
to them. Luke 24:30.
The power of Christ is made clear
to us in simple ways.
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Let's Stay Well
Drugs Benefit Senile Dementia
Senile dementia. generalli as
sociated with aging, is a too.
common, often affecting and cis-
ablirig elderly persons for many
years Occasinnally the disease
strikes prematurely in late mid-
dle life
The pnocipal effect of pus.
ease is the impairment oftnerno-
rY and the learning process The
victim may be largely out of con-
tact with his or her surround-
100- Communication with other
persons is absent or limited.
The semivegetative state of
those affected with senile de-
mentia has been thought to be
related to inadequate blood flow
in the brain and to the kts of
brain cells In .fact, stsiCtural
damage can be dernortst rated in
some cases. When it isadvarred,
the outlook for benefits from
treatments usually are poor •
A group 14 investigators work-
ing with neurologist David'
Drachman. MD.. at North:
western University Medical
School have taken a different
approach and studied the chemc.
cal changes associated with
memory Thr results have been
menu ra ging
Certain diseases, such as tow
or high thyroid activity, can
haye significant effects on the
taund. Melte aniSiiiittg, strie
drugs arc known to hitve pro-
found effects in the Mefltai pro-
omses
Studies have been made Jis
Dr Drachman are his associates
to determine the psychological
effects of certain drugs on
ymmerr pe•ff•401*- Chemicals
werwed hich were known to
be essential to the trartsmssio(i
impulsas triton one nerNeSeli
to another
. intrrestmely. +Ode younger
persons and some old pots*.
with a normal amount of age-
rtlaivei mental slowdown faded
In show improvement from
medication lphysostigmino,
members of a group of
By FJ.L Blasegame, M.D
elderly patients with senile de-
mentia exhibited benefits frorn a
drug AL-dopa) having a similar
action. One-third of these pa-
tients showed considerable in
'effectual and muscolar im-
provement. while Others were
moderately better and some
were . .
Because se) many cases. of
senile dementia exist, these mix-
ed results are encouraging and
point to the need for further in-
ve.sugahon to find drugs which
ma s have lasting and dramatic
benefits for cases now regarded
as largely hopeless. - _ -
Q Mm P.0 wants to know if
_ an alcoholic can protect his liver
from cirrhosis by eating well-
balanced meals
A Evidence exists that food
(especially protein) "protects"
the liver However. alcohol is
WICK to the liver, particularly
when it is ccesurned regularly
and in sizable arnounLs regard-
less ol food intake Some pet-sons
are more prone to developing
cirrhass than are others, and no
methods are avadable to predict
which persons are more misery-
tible to cirrhotic liver changes
from alcohol The excessive and
,reguiar use of alcohol, 4. paien-
4 ialls harmful to 4ho-laver.
Q Mr ST. agitS if ati idents f•X
(*ell disease as a cause of death
in young men
A According to the National
Center for Health) Slat rst tins. acci
dents far exceed disease as the
-tame of death in males 16 to 34
' ram of..41ge In those 15 to 19
years old, accidents claim 12
times as many as does cancer
and 40 times as many eV does
heart dreams with the relative
number of deaths from diseases
increasing gradually with aging.
Not until men reach ages 35 to 44
do accidents drop below other
major caises of death
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HE WAS . . ALMOST -- The umpire raises his hand to signal this Austin Peay runner out as
third-baseman Robin Courtney makes the tog. However, Courtney dropped the ball and the run-
ner wound up safe.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Fred Lynn Starting
New Season In Style
B) BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
last year Fred Lynn was
one of Boston's meat-and-
potatoes men. This year he's
starting out with gravy.
Lynn, the American
League's Rookie of the Year
and Most Valuable Player for
the Red Sox in 1975, had a
string of six straight hits in
Boston's weekend series with
Baltimore. Two of them — a
home -run in the first inning
and a double to open a five-run
third — propelled Boston to its
first victory of the season, a 6-
2 breeze over the Orioles.
In the only other AL games,
Oakland won its third in a row,
outlasting California 10-7, and
Minnesota also got, its first
victory of the year, edging
Texas 4-3. New York at
Milwaukee, Detroit at
Cleveland and a Kansas City
at Chicago doubleheader were
postponed by cold weather.
"I don't ever remember
having six consecutive hits
last year," said Lynn, who had
21 home runs, 105 runs batted
Racer Golfers Tie For
Second At Tech Tourney
The Murray State golf team
placed in a tie for second over
the weekend at the Tennessee
Tech Intercollegiate in
Cookeville.
Morehead blitzed the field
with an 1134 for 54 holes of golf
..assans Murray aaa...Taenassaiss
Tech number one finished in a




Tech number two 1195, Car-
son-Newman 1204, Georgia
Stat. 1207, David Lipscomb
1209, Western Carolina 1213
and University of the South
1250.
Eddie Mudd of Morehead
fired rounds of 70-70-68 for a
338 total, eight under par, to
win the indidivudal cham-
pionship.
Murray State's Kevin Klier
was a distant second with a
total of 222 on rounds of 70-78-
74. In third place was Larry
Patton of the Racers with
rounds of 70-78-74 for a 223
total.
Other Racer scores in-
cluded: Mike Perpich 78-75-78
for a 231, Norman Vacovksy
77-76-78 for a 231, Lee Stewart
83-86-80 for a 249 and Randy
asteCid4 811-85-7/1 for a 250. _
At the end of the first 18
holes, Murray had a 10-stroke
lead over Morehead. But after
the next 18 were played,
Morehead went up by seven.
The final 18 holes were
played Saturday and
Morehead simply blitzed the
field.
The Racers will be playing
in the Kentucky Inter-
collegiate this weekend at
Eastern Kentucky. Teams




Murray. There are 13 teams
entered in Division II com-
petition
OUT AT SECOND - Shortstop Stan Geisler of the 'Bred:
makes the tog on on Austin Peay runner who dared the orrn of
catcher Gene Steuber. Steuber proved to be the hero of the




Wed., Apr. 141:30 p. m.
lITM FIELDHOUSI
Um./ of Tennessee Martin
TICKETS: $4.00
Si to tholdten 17 L and,-
ON SALE. Mayfield Music in Mayfield.
MSU Info Desk in Murray, Clothesline in
Fulton and DJ's, Next Door, Specialty
House and UTM Info Desk in Martin.
TICKET 11410 (9011 517 r914 Me,trn
50onsoryd by UTI14 Student Goy•rossnonot
50th
in and 175 total hits fur
average in 1975. "Basically,
I'm not a fast starter, so
anything I get early like this is
gravy."
Singles by Jim Rice, Carlton
Fisk and Carl Yastrzemski.
made it 3-0, then Rico
Petrocelli walked to load the
bases and Denny Doyle
cleared them with a double on
the first pitch from reliever
Mike Flanagan:Baltimore got
its two runs off .Luis Tiant in
the fourth On a single by Tony
Muaer.
A's 10, Angels 7
Sal . Bando's two-run homer
in the first inning and Phil
Garner's two-run.double in the
third highlighted a pair of
tour-run bursts that carried
the A: s past California. The
Angels cut the lead to 8-7 in the
sixth, then Bill North wrapped
matters up with a two-run
single in the eighth.
"That's three more games
we don't have to win in
August, although thaernay not
is•e-thessee-y. teslesetssit itsr  said a
smiling North. "I'm looking
forward to a 162-0 season."
Twins 4, Rangers 3
Dan Ford's tie-breaking
home run off Texas reliever
Jeff Terpko in the ninth inning
gave Minnesota Manager
Gene Mauch his first
American League victory
after 17 years of managing in
the National League.
It followed 2-1 and 4-1 losses
to the Rangers. In one sense, it
was quite similar to Mauch's
debut as a major league
manager. In another sense, it
was quite different.
"I'll never forget what
happened to my first team in
Philadelphia, when I was a
rookie manager," Mauch
recalled. "We were defeated
by the Milwaukee Braves 13-4
and 12-2 in the first two games.
I was in shell shock."
Middle Also Wins Pair At'Wes tern
'Breds Win Pair From
'Peay, Still Two Back
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
One of the trademarks of
Murray State baseball over
the past years is the ability to
win under pressure. -
The Thoroughbreds are
going to have to rely on that
ability and tradition.
While Murray State was
winning two games over
Austin Peay Saturday, Middle
'Tennessee was winning a pair
at Western Kentucky. That
leaves Middle with a 7-1
league mark while the 'Breds




conference play Saturday at
Reagan Field wills two against
Western.
In order to repeat as OVC
Champions, the 'Breds simply
must win the rest of their
conference games to get the
s • • rn division title and have
Ray Floyd Wipes Out
Field For Masters Win
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
AUGUSTA, Ga. (API -- At
the end, it was the man
against the monster, and the
monster fell.
Ray Floyd, bull-strong and
bullwhip-tough, grabbed the
sprawling Augusta National
course by the nape of the neck
and literally shook it into
submission, winning tbe 40th
Masters Golf Tournament by
a record-tying score.
The great Jack- Nicklaus,
like everybody-else, wound up
being a spectator, finishing 11
shots off the pace. Floyd led
every round. The glamorous
event became a dull one-man
show. It was a onesome and a
forty-threesome.
Floyd's winning score was
65-66-70-70-271, 17 under par.
It tied Nicklaus' 1965 record.
Only one man made a
serious lunge at him and it
proved too little too late.
Hollywood-handsome Ben
Crenshaw. 24, brightest of the
game's "Young Lions,"
charged in with 14 closing 67,
highlighted by a gambling
eagle on the 13th and pirate-
bold par on the long 15th from
the -wras , .,-eseties -sessood-





undisputed king of the game
with 16 major crowns, never
mustered a rally in defense of
the title he grabbed for the
fifth time so dramatically a
year ago. His birdie fire only
flickering, he struggled in
with a 73 to tie Larry Ziegler
for third at 282. Only four
other players bettered par.
Floyd, a handsome, 33-year-
old veteran of 15 years on the
tour whose early years were
wasted on what he called high
living, said winning the 1976
Masters was the primary goal
of his restructured life.
-I wish I had my early years
to live over again," he said of
the days when he trained on
hard booze and all-night
parties. "I would have won
more. I got tired of being a
mediocre player. Now my
goal is to win golf tournaments
and the apex, naturally, is to
win the majors."
He won the PGA Cham-
pionship in 1969.
Nicklaus had his problems,
bogeying three holes. The
happy-go-lucky, 36-year-old
Ziegler, playing with Floyd,
said he and the leader chatted
all around the course. "I knew





The Murray High girls'
tennis team recorded its
second consecutive win of the
season Friday by ripping
Marshall County 9-0.
• In the number one singles,
Kathy Outland posted an 8-3
win over Lisa Overby while at
number two, Jill Austin
rloreatPd Sharon  Compton 8-2.
ityCandy Jackson won her
umber three singles match
defeating Kathy liughlett 8-
'hue at number four, Robyn
8 kt won 8-0 over Nicki
Pr chard of the Marshals.
number five, Carol Dick
won 8-2 over Christine Lucas
while at number six,
Catherine Dick won 8-2 over
Traci Perry.
In the doubles, Jackson-
Burke defeated Overby-
Compton 8-1 at number one
while at number two, Outland-
Austin defeated Hughlett-
Pritchard 8-0.
The number three doubles
found the Dick Twins winning
8-3 over Lucas and Carla
Penniger.
The next match for the 2-0
Tiger girls will be at home
April 20 against Christian
County.
Resurgent Giants Win
While Cubs Rip Cards
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
The National League seems
to have found both a new
franchise and a new city in
:an Francisco.
The Giants, who all but, put
the final signatures on a
transfer agreement to Toronto
earlier this year, have found
new money in owners Bud
Herseth and Robert I.urie and
now new legions of supporters
from the Bay Area.
Rain washed out Saturday's
came but Friday's and
Sunday's games with the Los
.Angeles Dodgers drew a total
of 60,920 fans. That-..ire
represents ne414# one-eighth
of last year's dismal season
turnout in San Francisco of
-522,919.
And the fans, rewarded by a
season-opening victory Friday
and a come-from-behind 6-4
triumph Sunday, came despite
a strike of the city's craft
workers that brought pickets
around Candlestick Park and
virtually eliminated the
stadium's concession stands.
Pinch hitter Dave Rader
slammed a two-out two-run
double to cap a four-run eighth
inning that made a loser of
relief specialist Mike Mar-
shall.
Pirates 8. Phillles 3
- By just walking to the
mound this year, Bob Moose
mas- qualify for the
_
Moose, who spent part of the
1975 season in the minors
working '‘his arm back into
shape, relieved starter Bruce
Kison in the sixth inning and
blanked the Phillies the rest of
the way.
Richie Zisk and Rennie
Stennett 1(•d the Pirates at-
tack, each driving in two runs.
Thus, the Pirates took the first
glmes 1 this InterlSe-
Pennsy!sania series between
the two, favorites for the Ni.
East title.
Reds 9, Astros
The Reds and Astros con-
tinued their form of last
season. The world Champion
Reds swept the three-game
series with the Astros. who
had the worst record in the
National League in 1975.
Pat Darcy, extending the
major league's longest in-
dividual winning streak to 10,
pitched no-htt-- -haft- for five
innings before 'giving up two
walks and a single in the sixth
and gixing way to reliever Pat
Zachry.
"Comeback Player of the
Year" award.
Moose, who saved Pitt-
sburgh's victory over the
Phillies Sunday, missed most
of the 1974 season because of
surgery for the removal of a
blood clot under his right
shoulder. Surgeons had to take
out his top right rib to get the
job done.
Pete Rose, also true to form,
led the Reds' attack with four
hits to become the Nt.'s all-
time leader in career hits.
Rose, who has hit in his last 17
wames stretching back to last
season and who is 9 for 15 this
season, has a career total of
2,556 hits, moving him past
Lou Brock of St. Louis.
Expos 7, Mets 6
Nate Colbert drove in two
runs with a homer and a single
and Bombo Rivera knocked in
two more with a double to give
new Montreal Manager Karl
Kuehl his first major league
victory.
Mickey Lolich, long-time
mainstay of the Detroit
Tigers, had an unsuccessful
National League debut. He
- fate fast two- inningo7-tave
up three runs, made two
errors and took the loss.
Braves 4, Padres 2
Pitcher Dick Ruthven drove
71 three runs with a pair of
bases-loaded singles and gave
up two runs in five innings to
eet credit for the victory.
Roger Morct relieved in the
sixth and Pablo, Torrealba
blanked the Padres over the
final three innings.
Cubs 8, Cards 5
Bill Madlock's sun-scoring
single broke a 5-5 ninth-inning
tie and Andy Thornton and
Steve Swisher delivered
sacrifice, Ellgs to complete the
"Yeerun rally.
a crack at playing the eastern
division winner for an NCAA
bid.
The first contest Saturday
found Murray winning a 12-8
game while in the nightcap,
Murray blew a four-run lead
in the seventh but came back
_ in the bottom of the inning to
post a 9-5 win on Gene
Steuber's grand slam
homerun.
Murray was trailing 1-0 in
the bottom of the fourth of the
opening contest against un-
defeated southpaw Mike
Barbee.
Stan Geisler came to the
plate and drilled a shot into
rightcenter. Rightfielder Carl
Wirtz of Austin Peay slammed
head-on into the fence and
apparently, the ball dropped
out: •
Austin Peay Coach Joe
Ellenburg claimed it was not
the ball that fell but a paper
cup was hit and it was what
bounced in the air. Mean-
while, Geisler kept running
and wound up on third.
The Austin Peay players
and coaches flew into a rage
while fans from both sides
exchanged loud comments.
And for 20 minutes, the in--
sanity went on.
Finally, Ellenburg gave up.
Barbee then lost everything
tie had when he stepped back
to the mound. ,•
Marvin Kiel hit a slow roller
down the line at third and
reached when the third
baseman bobbled the ball.
Barbee, obviously rattled,
walk,.,1 David Hughes on four
straight pitches to load the
bases.
Jack Perconte singled to
drive in the first 'Bred run and
tie the game at 1-1 then John
Siemanowski singled to give
Murray a 2-1 lead.
The big blow in the frame
was a two-out double by Terry
Brown, driving in three runs.
In the bottom of the fifth,
Geisler hit one out of the park
to save any arguments. His
blast opened the inning. With
one out, Hughes walked,
Perconte walked and
Siemanowski followed with a
towering 450-shot into left-
center to run the Murray lead
to 9-2.
Murray added three more
runs in the sixth before Austin
Peay erupted for five in the
seventh to chase starter Mark
Wezet from the mound.
Senior righthander Glen
Petersen came in to face one
man and fanned him.
Wezet gave up four earned
runs on 10 hits while fanning
four and walking five. His
season record now stands at 4-
1.
In the second game, Murray
spotted the Governors to a 1-0
lead in the first inning before
the 'Breds bounced back with
two in the third. •
The two .runs in the third
came on a°bases-loaded walk
to Brown and a sacrifice fly by
Don Walker.
In the fourth, Murray got
three more runs to move out to
a 5-1 lead with Brown getting a
run-scoring single and Geisler
a two-run double
LONG-BALL KING The teammates of John Siemanowski
group around the 'Bred rightfielder after he hit a tape.
measure shot in the opening game against Austin Peay
Saturday. The three-run homer by Siemanowski traveled 450
feet
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Junior southpaw Mike
Roberts, who was coasting
along on a two-hitter, ran into
trouble in the seventh as the
Governors used three hits, a
walk and two wild pitches to
score four runs and tie it at 5-5.
In the bottom of the seventh,
Robin Courtney reached on a
walk to open the frame.
Marvin Kiel followed with a
walk and David Hughes laid
down a bunt to move the
runners to second and third.
- Jack Perconte walked,stss_
load bases with one out but
Siemanowski was caught
looking at a third strike for out
number two.
On a 1-1 count, Steuber
lofted a high drive into left and
the ball sailed over the fence








Roberts went the distance The Muir
and fanned seven men while tennis team
walking three. All five of the this weeken
runs were earned. His record to Columb
for the season is now 4-0. that was a
Murray State is now 29-7 on participat
the season and will play at Collegiate
Vanderbilt Tuesday before namen t
meeting Middle Tennessee in In what
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With purchase of a
12-15 or 21 pc Bucket or Barrel
REGISTER FOR GIANT
ON DISPLAY IN THIS STORE
Drawing will be held
Sat., April 17, 4:00 P.M.
You do not have to
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CAN'T BEAT THE RACER GALS-Opponents on the track are finding it tough to stay withMurray in the sprints. Here, Susan McfarIcrid (left) and Koren Wilson run away in thepreliminaries of the 100-yard dash.
Racer Women Netters
Bombarded In Tourney
The Murray State women's
tennis team got a good suntan
this weekend when they went
to Columbus, Mississippi. But
that was all they got as they
participated in the Southern
Collegiate Tennis Tour-
nament.
In what is certainly the
toughest collegiate tour-
nament in the south, not one
MSU player got past the first
round of open play.
Number one MSU netter
Karen Weis was defeated by
the number three singles seed
Ann Etheridge of Mississippi
State University for Women,
6-3, 6-3.
Sindy Macey* was defeated
by Ann Davis, University of
South Florida, 6-4, 6-3.
Sandy Macovik was
defeated by Francis Merrill,
Florida State, 6-4, 6-0.
Ann Ress was defeated by
Meta Hugenberg, University
of Alabama, 6-3, 6-1.
In the doubles, Ress and
Lynn Martin lost to Schwette-
Haworth, Florida State, 6-1, 6-
Schwette-Haworth were the






Hugenberg, Alabama, 2-6, 6-4,
7-5.
In the consolation singles,
Sindy Macovik reached the
third round before being
beaten by Phobee Allen of
Auburn 6-3, 6-2,
Karen Weis also reached the
third round before being
defeated by Karen McCarter
of ISU 6-3, 6-3.
Both Sandy Macovik and
Ann Ress lost in the first
round.
In the doubles consolation,
the team of Ress-Martin lost
in the second round to Gooch-
Pilon of MSUW 6-3, 6-3.
Weispellinan reached the
second round before losing to
Reynolds.Abney UT-
Chattanooga 6-7, 6-3, 7-6.
Macovik-Macovik reached
the semi-finals of the con-
solation doubles. They were
defeated by Reynolds-Abney
6-1, 6-2.
Although the Murray squad
left the tournament before its
completion, Rollins was
leading the competition and
was expected to win.
The singles finals consisted
of the number two seed Nancy
Yeargan of Rollins and the
number nine sacd Judy Harira
of the University of South
Florida.
On her way to the finals
Hanra defeated the number
HEADING HOME -- Sprint& aad hurdler Karen Wilson eyesthe final hurdle and looks down the homestretch. She placedsecond in the 100-meter hurdles Saturday.
(Staff Photos by Mae Brandon)
one seed Candy Reynolds of
UT-Chattanooga and the
number three seed Ann
Etheredge of MSUW.
The colleges that finished
high in the scoring were
Rollins, University of Florida.
Florida State, Mary Baldwin,
and MSUW.
The MSU netters will host




Anyone interested in of-
ficiating high school
basketball games for the 1976-
77 season should contact Rex
Alexander, director of of-
ficials.
For more information,
contact Alexander by writing
the Department of Recreation
and Physicial Education at
Murray State or call 762-6826.
GENERAL
MONOR HAVEN, N.Y. -
James Riggs, son of tennis
star Bobby Riggs, died at the
age of 22.
-FREMONT, Calif. - James
'Raymond Lewis, a_30-year-old
race driver, died when his
dragster veered off a track
and flipped over.
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Murray Women's Track Team
Roars To Impressive Victory
By Patsy J. Beaueisiazr
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Ten records were broken as
the Murray State women's
track team won their own
invitational track meet on
Saturday'.
MSU captured four first
places and five second places
in what Coach Margaret
Simmons describes as the
most coordinat4 team effort
displayed this spring."
The MSU 440-relay A team
captured first place in that
event with a time of 49,5
seconds.
MSU's Carol Schafer won
the mile-run watt ttnie of
5:28.2.
Sue Sewing hurled the
javelin to a new meet record
of 128'3's", surpassing .111,xon reCord Set last year.
Judy Morton grabbed
Murray's fourth first place
finish by taking the 100-yard
dash with a new meet record
of 11.3. Morton broke the
oldest standing record at MSU
of 11.4 set by Glenda Wolfe in
1971.
The MSU mile relay team
(MURRAY u:l,ER &TEMES)
PORTS
Red Wings Upset In
Weekend Soccer Play
Action resumed Saturday in the Murray SoccerAssociation.
In the first contest, the Chiefs defeated the Flames 7-1.Ann Harcourt pulled the hat trick for the winners whileKelli .Crawford had two goals with Lisa McCaffry andMelissa Tinsley each scoring one.
For the Flames, Raysha Roberts had the lone goal. -In , the second contest, the Cosmos won 9-0 over dieStars. Connie Spann, Angela Usher, and Jennifer Cochranall had two goals while Mel Jackson, Greer Houston andMargie Burchfield scored one goal apiece.
The third contest found the Flyers defeating the firstplace Red Wings 5-2 and that leaves the Cosmos now alonein the league lead. ,
For the Flyers, Rhonda McAlister, Lori Manning, TinaCooper, Shert Gallirnore and Linda Ahart all had goalswhile for the Red Wings, Laura Montgomery and LoriWynn scored one apiece.
The Cosmos lead the league with a 3-1-1 record while theRed Wings, Chiefs and Flyers are all 3-2. The Flames are2-2-1 while the Stars are winless in four outings.
Lori Wynn of the Red Wings is the leading scorer on theseason as she has 11 goals while Laura Montgomery of theRed Wings has scored 10.
Caroline Schoenfeldt of the Flames ha! nine, ConnieSpann of the Cosmos eight, Lor Ntanning of the Flyers sixand Kelli Crawfortrof the Chiefs :as six.
Goalie Karen Tolley of the F.el Walt*" Is giving up jolttwo goals per game for the teriefensive average. GoalieJill Thornton of the Stars t 40 saves on the season, aleague-high.
Brian Rutter Records
Steeplechase Mark
Two school records were set
over the weekend as the
Murray State track team
participated in the Dogwood
Relays at Knoxville, Tn.
Sophomore Englishman
Brian Rutter recorded an
8:55.7 in the steeplechase and
missed by just .7 second of
qualifying for the nationals.
Murray finished fifth in the
distance medley relay in a
new school record of 9:57.7.
Dennis Mabbitt opened with a
1:55.8 half-mile, Lester Flax
ran the quarter in 49.1, Brian
Rutter ran the three-quarters
in 3:04.6 and Martyn Brewer
recorded a 4:08.2 in the mile-
run.
In the 200-meter dash,
Reggie Jones of Tennessee
won with a 20.5 while Cuthbert
Jacobs of Murray was second
with a 21.1.
Freshman Ralph Cheek got
a new personal best in the
5,000-m - run with a 14:47.6
He checked through the three-
mile point at 14:16.5.
In the mile-relay, the
Racers were seventh with a
3:15.4. Splits were: Sylvester
Onyekwe 50.6, Norman Simms
48.6, Lester Flax 49,2 and
Jacobs 47.0.
Sonny Wilburn ran unat-
tached in the 10,000 meters
and recorded a 30:20.8. He
went through the six-mile in
29:21. Also in the same event.
Mike Vowell of the Racers
recorded a 32:10.8.
The Murray four-mile relay
team placed ninth. Cheek
anchored with a7.4:15.2 with
Rutter running , a 4:13.8. Bob
Arnett ran a 4:28.1 and
Brewer anchored with a
4:16.8.
Stanford Patrick ran a 10.6
in the 100-meter preliminaries
and qualified for the
semifinals. But tn--the
semifinals, he felt a sharp
pain in his hamstring and
stopped for fearing of pulling
up.
With Patrick slightly in-
jured, the Racers passed up
the 440-yard relay.
Tennessee tied --a -Writ--
record in the 880-yard relay
with a 1:21.7, matching the
mark recorded in 1971 at the
Kansas Relays by Texas
A&M.
Murray will be at Mur-
freesboro Saturday for an
OVC quadrangular with
Austin Peay, Western Ken-
tucky and host Middle Ten-
nessee.
qualified for the national meet
as they finished a close second
ie. 4113. The team consists of
Joan Weber, CA.t.ty Sehaefer,
Jackie Anderson and Carol
Schaefer.
-"The team was }list super,".
said an excited Coach Sim-
mons. "They really pulled
together for this one and it
worked."
MSU finished first with
12712 points. Other team
results were: Florida State 89,
Western „ Kentucky 61,
Mississippi State University
for Women 54, Illinois State 44,
Memphis State 42, Eastern
Kentucky 34'7, Purdue 34,




Tigers Edge Lone Oak
Murray High snapped a 4-4
tie with two runs in the top of
the seventh Friday afternoon
at Paducah Community
College to post a 6-4 victory
over Lone Oak.
The win gives the Tigers a 2-
0 record on the season.
Righthander Joe Graves
went the distance on the
mound for the Tigers and gave
up just three hits while fan-
ning seven and walking five
twitters. Only two of the runs
-off Graves were earned.
Lone Oak out three runs on
the board in the home half of
the third to snap a scoreless
deadlock. The Purple Flash
had only one hit in the frame
Murray High bounced back
with two runs in the fourth.
Steve Winchester opened the
innieg by reaching on an error
and then stole second.
Tony Bayless singled to
score Winchester and Bayless
later scored when Graves
tripled, That left Lone oak
leading just 3-2.
Murray took the lead with
two runs in the fifth. Lindsey
Hudspeth opened the inning
with a single and shortstop
Bob Thurman followed with a
single.
With one out, Tony Thur-
mond reached on an error by
the first baseman and that
allowed the tying run to score.
The Tigers went up 4-3 when
Winchester flew out and
Thurmond was doubled up at
second.
A walk and a single in the
sixth produced the !mirth [line
Oak run to tie the game at 4-4.
Raymond Sims opened the
Murray half OP the seventh
with a pinch-hit single and
after two were out, McDougaldoubled to drive in Sims with
the go-ahead run.
Tony Thurmond added aninsurance run by singling to
score McDougal.
Graves retired the side in
order in the 1,one Oak seventh
to end the game.
Hudspeth and Thurmond
each had two hits in the
contest for the Tigers while
Bob Thurman, McDougal.
Rayless. Mickey McCulst011,
Graves and Sims all had
hit apiece
The Tigers will be playing a
heavy schedule this week.
Today, Murray will host
' Lyon County at 4 p.m, and
then at 7 p.m. tonight, wili
entertain Henry County in the
second game of a twi-night
tvrinbill in Holland Stadium.
Murray is at Lyon County
Tuesday, at home Wednesday
with Lone Oak and back on the
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Buddy Raker to win the 20th
Annual Rebel 500
400-meter hurdles: Anita
Jones WKU, 1:03.6 ( new
record ) Jewell Hayes MSU,
fifth, 1:09.8.
Sao-) al d ra.n7 Jennie Utz
Eastern, 2:14.4 new record!
Mile-run: Carol Schaefer
MSU, 5:28.2; Camile Baker
MSU, fourth, 5:47; Sandy
Sims MSU, fifth 5:56 I personal
best
Two-mile relay: Florida
State 9:43 (new record); MSU
B team third, 10:36.
Mile-relay: Florida State
4:01.2; MSU second, 4:03.
Three-mile run: Jenny Utz
EKU. 18.38 i new record-new
event); Glenda Galabro MSU,
second, 19:24.2; Martha
Lucked MSU, fifth, 21.34
Ipersonal best).
440-yard dash: Marcia Cole
EASY WINNER Carol Schafer crosses all alone in first placein the mite run Saturday at the MSU Invitational. Schafer easilyoutclassed the field in the event.
WKU, 57.6: Jackie Anderson
MSU, tied for fourth, 60.4
(personal best); Joan Weber
MSU, sixth, 61.1 (personal
best t.
100 yard dash: Judy Morton
MSU 11,3 (new record); Susan




Cahill Memphis State, 15.1;
Karen Wilson MSU, second
15.1.
220-yard dash: Diane Bates
MSUW, 25.1; Susan
MacFarland MSU third, 26.7.
. Two-mile relay: Keiri
Heffernore Florida State
12:23; Camile Baker MSU,
second, 12:27.7 personal
best); Glenda Galabro MSU,
third, 13:11.2; Ann Moore
MSU fifth, 14:17.9 i personal
best).
Shot Put: Kim Travers
Florida State, 42' PI" (new
recerd). ,•,.
High Jump: • Kathy
Eastridge Purdue, 5' 7" ineW
record).
Discus: Kim Travers
Florida State, 140-7 (new
record), KO Coates MSU
fifth, 113-5.
Hieh Jump: Kathy
Eastridge Purdue; 5'6!' (new
record) Kim COates MSU
fifth, 113-5.
Long Jump: Diane Bates
MSUW, ( new record);
Kathy Kuegel MSU, fifth 17-
et.; Jackie_ Anderson MSU
sixth, 17-5.
Javelin: Sue Sewing MSU.
128-37 new record-personal
best ; Linda Rudolph MSU
fourth, 114-1.
Jenny Utz of Eastern
Kentucky University was
selected by the coaches as the
Most Outstanding Track
Performer. The Most Out-
standing Field Performer
award was awarded to Kim
Travers of Flordia State.
Coach Simmons was elated
With this victory and hopes
this team unity will carry over
next Saturday when the
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Prices Start At$ 99958, up
Dunn Furniture
T. V. & Appliance
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
753-3037
...Oka...1 air,'
Mrs. Cecil Like, second from lett, was presented the Meritorious Service Award at the
Calloway County Junior and Senior 4-H At, hrevement and Leader Recognition Banquet
held at the first United Methodist Church. Pictured, left to right, are Cindy Hurt, Mrs.
Calvin Morris, leader, Mary Morris, and Janet Smith of the Murray Middle School 4-H
Club which was named for the )utstanding 4-H Club award.
Named as Senior 4-H Queen was Kathy Black, Penny
Loafers, seated right, and as Senior 4-H King, Bill Bailey,
L131 Rabbit, standing right. On the left are Trisha Clark,
STella Stars, and-raj Clark, tit Rabbit, junior ‘1--B- Queen
and King. They were crowned at the recent 4-H Club
banquet.
It's new! Its big! Its the Hatchback




home a 523 Coleman
Sleeping Bag for SEl_
the features thal a sportstutitity
'eh'''. worth IS Set—rugged steel construCtiOn
iong4eaf spr,nge setectre• fovr-wheof oriveand so
much more MOl. Cargo specs. the comfort of
Pereenet vetecle anal- Mat exclusive sports Lob%
feeture—the easy-load Hatchback chew That's
why you get more Yalu° when you tivy a Scout
Traveler
See your deafer today and leaf drive a unique
sports utility veh,cle—Scout Traveler,
Mrs. Cecil Like was
presented the Meritorious
Service Award at the
Calloway County Junior and
Senior 4-H Achievement and
Leader Recognition Banquet
held at the First United
Methodist Church with the
Calloway County 4-H Council,
Bank of Murray, and Peoples
Bank as sponsors.
This award is given to an
outstanding leader in 4-H work
each year. Mrs. Like of
Kirksey has served for
twenty-six years.
Crowned as Senior 4-H Club
King was Bill Bailey, LBL •
Rabbit, ..as Senior Queen,
Kathy Black, Penny Loafers,
as Junior King, Pat Clark,
LBL Rabbit, and as Junior
Queen, Patricia Clark, Stella
Stars.
The Murray Middle School
4-H Club, Mrs. Calvin Morris,
leader, was presented the
award for Oustanding Club of
Special entertarnment was
by /he 1975 First Place
Specialty Act composed of
Tammi Crouse, Kathy Black,
Laura Fones, Glenn Gibbs,
and Angela Manning, of the
Penny Loafers Club. -
Awards was presented as
follows:
STATE Champions — Terry
Sledd and Bill Glisson,
tobacco grading; Kerry
Wyatt, Sandra Stark, Danna
Shipley, Debra Tucker, Steve
McCuiston, and Steve
Howard, dairy judging; Bill
Bailey, senior rabbit.
AREA Champions — Pat
Cunningham, senior, and
Angela Manning, junior,horne -
furnishings; Billie Bazzell,




- dairy fonds; Julie Sams,
junior other foods; Sharon
Snyder, junior speech, animal
science, and dog project;
Chuck Harrison, 13 year old
speech; Kathy Black, play
clothes, senior clothing, and
speech; Alene Paschall, grand
champion jersey dairy show
and overall senior dress revue
winner; Mary Morris, speech,
health, junior home fur-
nishings; Laura Fones, junior
birds; Mark Fitzhugh, senior
champion Holstein district
dairy; Richard Smotherman,
dark tobacco show; champion
crop.
. • COUNTY Champions .lo
installed by Aluminum Service Co.
Cooler in the Summer - Warmer in the Winter
Aluminum Service Co.
Downtown Hazel, Ky.
For more information call 492-8647
or Will Ed Bailey: 492-8897 or Bobby Lawrence 492-8879
MARYLAND HEIGHTS,
MO. — The U. S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA) will
hold a public hearing April 21
in Paducah, to consider
amending the Paducah




amendment would revise the
seasonal producer payment
plan in the order. Seasonal
-payback" months would be
changed to September
through December. Current
months in which producers
receive paybacks are October
through January.
Under the milk marketing
order, 50 cents a hun-
dredweight is withheld from
payments to producers for
milk delivered from April
Beth Norwood, junior
leadership; Julie Gargus,
Christi Hale, both stitching
fun; Trisha Clark, skirt and
junior bicycle project; Carla
Beach, skirt and blouse;
Carmen Todd, skirt and
blouse; Sharon Walker, first
dress; Deana Cunningham






Jackson, , junior home
management; Timmy'
Belcher, junior general ---
category; Beth Taylor,
-creative crafts; • Cindy Hurt, '
junior foods; Ftandell Crass,
junior woodworking; Don
Hargrove, junior- 'electric;
Mike Rogers, junior rabbit:
Tracy Beach, junior speech.
The banquet was' served by







Tom Harris has named Harold
Workman of Lexington to the
new full-time position of state
livestock exposition manager.
Harris said that Workman
will represent the North
Americifn- --f-Livestock
Expositionlh its dealings with
breeder associations. Work-
man has served as secretary
manager of the North
American since it was started
in 1974.
A. native of Livingston
County, Workman is a
graduate of the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture where he majored
in animal science. He joined
the Department of Agriculture
in 1970as a beef supervisor in
the Division of Shows & Fairs.
The North American
Livestock Exposition opened
in 1974 at the Kentucky Fair &
Exposition in Louisville with
classes for beef cattle. A sheep
division was added last year,
and plans call for swine to be
Included by 1977
through July. Then, from
October through January,
one-fourth of the total money
withheld is paid back to the
farmers.
This provision of the order is
aimed at providing dairy
fel-firers with an incentive to
maintain even production of
milk throughout the year.
The hearing was requested
by Dairymen, Inc., a
cooperative representing a
large majority of dairy far-
mers serving the area. It will
begin at 1 p. m. in the Ramada
Inn, 1380 Irvin Cobb Drive,
Paducah.
USDA will evaluate the
hearing evidence and decide
whether the proposed change
should be made. Any change
would require approval by
two-thirds of the producers
affected.
Copies of the hearing
notice may be obtained from
the Market Administrator: D.
R. Nicholson, P. 0. Box 1485,
Maryland Heights, Mo. 63043.
The Kentucky Division of
Forestry has reported several
cases of.the Arkansas Pine
Sawflies in Calloway County
and in other counties in the
Western District, according to
County Ranger Took Wilson.
Forestry officials said the
Arkansas Pine Sawfly
emerges in early spring in the
,form of a caterpillar, begins
eating on the older needles of
the pine, and that most of their
damage is done before the new
needles come out.
The general appearance of
their caterpillars is as
follows: Overall length from
',rz to one inch, dark reddish to
black rounded head, and a
light green body when young
to a brown and white striped
body when more mature,





One egg beeten lite, haf a pint spirits terpentimi, haf a
pint good ape! vinegeer. Shake well befor using. Good for
sprains, cuts and bruzes.
Too Take Quinine without
Tasten it ...
Putt a little mucilege' from slippry elm in a teespune.
DroP the quinine on it, and putt sum mucilege on top. This
will make the quinine slip don the throt without leaving
o
1.irc ape 2 carrets and stewe them in 2 tabelspunefulls of
'1 lard. Add two plantain leeves. When carrets are well
de, strain.
host for these insects.
Forestry Division advises
persons to be on the lookout
for defoliation or browning of
the pine needles; although the
sawflies do not usually cause
death to a pipe, the damage
results in a setback of normal
growth.
Recommended contriil of
the Arkansas sawfly is to
spray with a solution
Malathion, according: to
directions on the label of the
product. Wilson said treat-
ment of a large plantation is
usually expensive, difficult,
and rarely recommended
unless an extreme invasion is
occurring; but individual yard
trees can be done with relative
ease to protect their beauty.•
Great care should be used
with a chemical arid forestry
officials said if there are any
questions to contact them at
the Mayfield Office, 247-3913,











Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
It's time to spring into action and we're
offering special low prices on all new MF
farm tractors under 80 pto hp. Check how
much you save:





If you need a new tractor this spring, you can't


























































by Laurence M Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
DIET AND HEART DISEASE
What s the latest on heart
disease—estiecially the concern
that diet may have some influence
in the development of atheroscle-
rosis'
At a recent food writers con-
ference. sponsored by the National
Dairy Council. four nutrition ex-
perts spoke on this subjeet Their
comments were illuminating, and
pointed up again the complexities
of heart disease and the problem
of pinning down causes and ways
in which the disease might be
prevented or at least delayed until
late in life.
THE REAL concern over heart
disease is. of course, not so much
in the case of the person who lives
to a reasonable old age, having en-
joyed many years of living As a
physician. I have to remind you
that there are worse ways to die.
after an otherwise healthy tite:
than from a heart attack
The concern is for the so-called
premature death from heart
disease that strikes' so-many'',
younger men and some women
Referring to the lack of simple
answers to heart disease and the
tendency of some scientitt,fr
to recommend dietary chaniges
for everyone. Shlela t sic i,,Craig
Mitchell, M U . of the National
Heart antf Lung. Institute had
this to say -
-NUTRITION. health and heart
disease are complex problems
Thhere are no simple solutions tu
complex problems I do not
recommend that all Americans
change their diets to 3 standard-
ized one There is no one rule for
everyone People. and their needs.
are unique I do feel nutritionist
should be part of the medical
team
Cautioning that people 'should
not to& quickly adopt the idea of
more fiber in the diet. Ralph A
Nelson. M D . of the Mayo Clinic
said. "More dietary fiber might
be beneficial However, the health
claims made for fiber in current
popular hooks are over-simptified
and not supported by its I find
such books 'irritating
-IT IS easy to add more fiber to
the diet—certain grain foods
fruits and vegetables with skins
etc But the overstated case for
fiber is 'n emotional one, without
perspective Dietary fiber is not a
*aces •'
' Next vweek discuss what the
other two nutntion experts told
the food writers
WINE
SALES AND SERVICE ON










• 4320 JOHN DEERE
• 4020 JOHN DEERE
WE CAN GET ANY BRAND OF TRACTOR
OR FARM EQUIPMENT YOU WANT!!
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY All WEEK!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
OPEN AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PHONE 241-6020 PHONE 753-1452 AFTER 5 PM
JUNCTION 121 8, SEDALIA ROAD WEIRD, KY.






It wasn't the first tractor you looked at. You
studied literature. You asked questions. You
visited several dealers. Its a whopping in-
vestment, and you were sure before you made
it. You're just as selective when buying cattle
or other livestock. You judge brand or breed
on the basis of performance, service, and
value. Be the 'same way about
your source of operating capi-
tal. Talk to your Production
Credit mane




ATLANTA, Ga. — The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
USDA I has proposed a
revision of its official grade
standards for flue-cured
tobacco to more accurately
describe tobacco as it appears
on warehouse floors.
In announcing the proposal,
USDA's Agricultural
Marketing Service (AMS)
explained that di?. dig the past
five years physical changes in
flue-cured tobacco have
necessitated modifications of
the standard grades for U. S.
Types 11 through 14.
In recent months, AMS
Tobacco Division specialists
met with all segments of the
flue-cured tobacco industry to
discuss the necessity for
revisions. At meetings held in
February, a working draft
was presented to extension,
research, buyer and producer
representatives. The proposed
A Coneu miler Tip
f r om Extension Spect Mists at
the UK Conoco of Agriculture
All pork must be cooked
thoroughly—to an internal
temperature of 170°F.—to
make sure it is safe to eat, UK
Extension foods specialists
point out. This includes
combinations of beef and
pork, meat loaf, bacon, many
sausages, and partially cooked
ham, as well as fresh cuts
such as chops and roasts- The
best way to check doneness
of cuts over 1 inch thick is to
insert a meat thermometer
into the thickest part of the
meat, not touching bone or
fat If no meat thermometer
is available, make a deep cut
next to the bone before
serving and check the color of
the meat—it changes from
pink to white when done.
tiuy only the amount of
perishable food that can be
used while it is still good, UK
Extension foods specialists
note. Even when such food is
bargain -priced, you waste
money when part of the food
must be thrown away unused.
Ag-safety Tip
Grain flowing to an un-
loader or a collapsing pocket
of grain can pull a person
beneath the grain surface
faster than quicksand. Shut
off the unloader before step-
ping on the grain surface
and use a safety line before
entering a deep storage fa-
cility.
It's an Ag-fact
It's an ag-fact. If the price
of bread had increased
during the past few years
proportionately as much as
fuel or fertilizer—two basic
raw materials of the farm-
er—a loaf would cost from
$1 37 to SIMS today.
Crossword Puzzler
















































































'Gritted Bread' Rustic In Orgin
'"GRTITED BREAD"
By Noy le Shackelford
revision reflects industry's 
UK College of Agriculture
views and comments on, that
draft.
The proposea standards
would delete grades which
cover only a small volume of
tobacco and ,..represent
distinctions which are not





would also establish grades
for mixed tobacco and delete,
modify and add some
definitions and rules. Certain
color factors are combined in
the proposal. For example,
greenish tobacco which is now
placed in -greenish lemon" or
"greenish orange" categories
would be placed in straight
"greenish."
Copies of the proposal are
available from Tobacco
Division, Agricultural
Marketing Service, Room 502-
Annex Building, U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington. D. C. 20250.
Written comments may be
submitted in duplicate to the
Hearing Clerk, Room I12-A,
U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.
C. 20250 until April 21. Com-
ments will be able for public
inspection in the office of the
Hearing Clerk.
There are dozens and dozens
of kinds of bread but for
downright excellence of taste
the one coining closest to the
sublime is what old-time
country people know as "gritted
bread,"
Like Tennyson's -snowy
summits," the snowy meal that
serves as the main ingredient of
this wonderful delicacy is "old
in story" but is now little more
than a memory. As a matter of
fact, few of the younger
generation ever heard of this
bread, much less eaten it.
To be grammatically correct,
"gritted bread" is "grated
bread." it is bread made from
meal from barely matured ears
of white corn such as the famed
Tennessee Red Cob or
venerable Marion County
White. In the very late roasting
ear stage, ears of corn from
these two varieties or varieties
of kind can be gathered,
shucked, and hand-rubbed over
a homemade "gritter" (grater
to produce a sweet grist that is
truly out of this world for
making bread.
Using this -grtst, a good cook
can turn out cornpone, hoecake,
johnnycake, flapjacks, or
spoonbread of such
deliciousness as to require the
services of two people to eat it—
"one to hold ivhile the other
eats.- The story is' that bread
SHORT ROWS
By NevviP Shacketford
-11'- ••  "Nis; .
•
Gardening Tips from c.tensior Specialists at the
University of Kanto., College of Agriculture
Good Frivay according to
a good old garden supOtti
tion, is a good day on which
to plant beans The reason
why, as the old belief holds,
is that on this anniversary of
the Crucifix.on of Christ, the
Devil has no power for evil
over thg soil
This may be true, and
while Old Satan may be ruled
out, the superstition does not
mention root rot and stem
rot that -often destroy bean
patches planted on Good
Friday or not
The failure of a patch of
beans to grow and produce a
crop is a very painful and ds
couraging thing for the home
gardener In some cases, some
of the seed planted in the row
will come up with their leaves
rotted off In other cases
fully grown plants will just
wilt over and die And what is
this malady that often affects
white half runners and other
garden beans?
Well, according to John
Hartman, UK Extension Plant
Pathologist, the cr,tters
responsible are fungi with



































































Qua, I, I mt!.6 Feature Synchr• P Inf ,2
names like Pythium. Rhizoc
tonia. and Fusarium These
fungi cause diseases on bush,
half runner and pole beans
When these diseases hit a
bean patch. the gardener has
only to pull up a dead or
dying bean and look at the
roots or -/o.vver stem to see
what is ;Wrong. Roots and
stems are usually partly
rotted or seem to be drying
up The diseases are generally
known as root rot, stern rot,
or damping off and are
caused by the fungi living in
the soil
And what can be done to
ward off the plant sickness
caused by these parasites?
Accordhig—to Hartman, the
gardener can do a lot Actions
taken at planting time, he
says, can reduce later Os
appointment resulting from
disease
First, beans should be
planted in a different location
from year to year to help
prevent the build-up of root
rot fungi in the soil.
Then, bean seed can be
dusted with Captan, a fungi-
cide that will prote,ct young
bean sprouts as their emerge
up through the soil Captan
dust can also be applied to
the furrow and covered with
soil as the beans are being
Planted An easy way to do
this is to mix the fungicide
Powder with water and apply
the mixture to the furrow
with a watering can Use one
teaspoon of 50 percent
Captan for each 20 feet of
row This figures out to about
one teaspoon of Captan to a
gallon of water Incidentally,
we tried this remedy and it
worked. .
Olde Homey Hints
When making lye soap.
('olonial homemakers had an
easy test to determine when
the mixture had been boiled
enough to absorb all of the
Kr ease used. A spoonful was
dropped into a glass of, water
to determine if any grgase
rose to the surface.
To set colors, the cloth was
washed in strong salt or
alum water and then rinsed
m' Water in • which Irish
Potatoes had been sliced and
4oiled*
made from this hand-grouad
Meal is so good one cannot sil
still and eat it without being
restrained.
Partly because he dearly
loves the bread and partly for
old times' sake, Ben Moore, who
owns a 120-acre farm on the
Lee-Breathitt county border,
has himself some gritted bread
each autumn. Growing his own
white corn and using a "gritter"
made more than 40 years ago by,
his late father, he practices an
art almost as old as bread-
making itself—especially
cornbread making.
Ben says that back some 50
years or so ago, a corn grater or
"gritter" was as common
around the average farm home
as a fire shovel or a coffee pot.
This utensil, formed by
punching numerous holes in a
piece of heavy tin with a
number 20 nail, reversing the
perforated tin, and then nailing
it on a flat board, was mostly
used in early autumn to "grit"
meal when the corn had just
passed the late roasting ear
stage and was still slightly soft.
In a pinch, however, if a family
ran out of meal before' "mill
day," they could always grit
enough meal for a cornpone or.
two. Hard dry corn was difficult
to rasp off OR a "gritter", but it
could be done.
What makes meal raspe off on
one of these crude homemade
affairs so delightful in taste is
that it includes the sweet, rich
heart of the grain. It is fine in
texture and when made into
bread is waxy and chewy. But,
even if one does not have around
the house a "gritter" handed
down from olden times, "gritted
bread" can still be made in the
modern kitchen—in fact, this is
a good way to use corn from the
-Tate garden svnicn nai become a
little to hard to be used as
roasting ears. The four-sided
metal grater that can be stood
up on a counter-top has one side
somewhal similar to the
"gritter" previously described
and can be used to "grit" corn
much as it was done in the back-
woods of long ago.
Since "gritted" meal contains
the heart of the grain not found
in processed meal, it spoils
quickly—UK Extension foods
specialists say this is because
the heart is high in fat and,
therefore, becomes rancid
easily. For this reason, only
enough should be "gritted" at a
time to serve at one meal—it
takes about three good ears of
503 Walnut
corn to make enough corn pone
for two people.
As it is "gritted", the meal
can be caught in a pan and then
sifted, mixed for cornbread in
the same way as store-bought
meal and backed into a pone or
fried into pancake. It is
delicious in any form and goes
wonderfully well with sorghum
and cow butter or about
anything else in the way of
-country fare.
Strictly rustic in origin,
"gritted bread" is usually made
now only by those with a
yearning and a nostalgia for
things that were arid which are
now largely no more—things
that exist mainly in the
recollection. But this need not
be so, for anyone with an ad-
venturesome spirit and a little
patch of corn in his home
Orden can enjoy this delicacy
of bygone days.
Best proven bulls ever
Our current selection of proven dairy sires is the








Too Much In Any Year?
If you contribute more than thc
maximum allowable in any year, a 6% tax
will be imposed on the excess contribution.
The tax will continue to be imposed until
you "undercontribute" in a later year.
Are My Contributions
Tax Deductible?
For Federal income tax purposes, con-
tributions to an IRA are fully deductible
from gross income up to the maximum
allowed by law. You can deduct your con-
tribution even though you don't itemize
deductions.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
n y tractor in its class
with 12 speed POWER SHIFT
Designed to cut field time and costs Control this performance from the
forheavy ttttage. pto end row crop---- - new EASY-MOE:IR swivel setiF-Pea-
turing seven way adjustment to fit
your position to the lob. you'll ride
in comfort in a roll-protected heated •
and air conditioned cab
Stop in today, and look over the
new Case 1570 for 1976, —7-7-7-41)--
.'Mtrs rating
wbrk. the 1570 will keep you going
through heavy slugs or tough tillage.
Case 12 speed range power shift
delivers three on-the-go speed
choices in each of four ranges No
need to stop and shift in uneven
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with a Gibson country
ham. Gibson Locker


















Many Colors 6 Ninny Styles
Wallace
Book Store
13Ils N. Amass brom Lilstwy,
Glop Sep
REDUCE SAFE and fast
with goBese Tablets and
E-Vap "water pills"








EVERYONE ON NW TEAM
SUDDENLY TI-UNK5 a NEED
ESASEBA/L CAPS. 0,1HERE DID
VI) 6UYS 6ET 101/R6 ?
:
ALL EXCEPT OUR smorste

































  woNrr•rr ea- NICE FO'
A COUPLE 0' OLE 00415  LIKE Ll5
."10 HEAR 11-1E PITTER-PA!
  o/ Lit FEET  
2 Notice
REMEMBER THERE IS
..411 full time shop man at
Dill Electric also we
have air compressors
for sale. Call 753-9104.
"Cleaning Is
Our Business
yawn you need supplies
equipment or ser•ice call us
Cleaning is whet we know
best We have steam cleaners
awl other cleaning equipment
for rent. or if you prefer er
win clean your carpets one
floors for you
753-7753





of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekends.
5 lost And Found
LOST IN VICINITY of
N. 7th, white and black
terrier, named Reb,
 1.5..wo2/1.


















consist of just another
pay check? Want to get
ahead? Willing to work
hard? Let us help you.
We are looking for a
distributor to sell our
product to commercial
accounts. Reply to W. R.
Ball, 319 North Main,
Springfield, Mo. 65806.




Call 492-8884 after 4.
OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS, if you are the
right man or woman!
Expanding company
needs energetic people
for a golden opportunity.
Income unlimited. If
interested call Mr.
Jones at 753-2654 bet-







OtIMI outlets is looking for
people in esanogement and
supervision ft you are
looking for u challenging
career rite otters op
portverty for advancement
send Resume to P 0 Bo,
125, Murray Kentucky
BABYSITTER i UR
small children 11 p.m.-7
a.m. Your home. Call
753-3780.
NEEDED: PART-time
youth director for the
First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) of
Ivlurray, Keolut.ky. as
8 Storage Buildings







WANT LAWNS TO MOW,




for someone who wishes
to earn better than a 30
per cent return on in-
vestment. Available is
two retail stores which
should exceed $40,000 in
net profits over next
twelve months.
Potential is even
greater. Take over at
price of inventory and
fixtures. Approximately
$125,000. Write to P. 0.
Box 724, Paducah.
12. Insurance






Esate, across from Host
Office. Call 753-3263.
13. For Sale Or Trade
1975 WHITE FORD Elite,
excellent condition. Call
753-2204 after 4 p.m.
TWO ADJOINING LOTS
at Linton Shores at Lake
Barkley. Call 753-2359.
14 Want To Buy
LAYING HENS. Call 75.1-
9981. _
USED AIR conditioner,
call Bob at Dill Electric,
753-9101.
- interested please send




work. For interview call
753-5287.
OLAN MILLS. Apply now
to room 15 at Plaza
Motel.








15. Articles For Sale
STANDING TIMBER or
Already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
ASSORTED FLOWER
and garden plants. Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg Co., Lynn Grove,
Ky., or cal/435-4197.
TWO DIAMOND rings,
for sale. $500.00 for both.
Call 753-5694.
--TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain










carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again












TAN VINYL SOFA, 2
chairs, vinyl recliner,
coffee table, cherry
lamp table, twin mat-
tresses, chest of
drawers, patio fur-
niture, etc. Come by 1231
Dogwood or call 753-
4361.
SEARS DRVER, harvest












Hidden eyes, oven at




ft. frost free. Avacado, 1
year old, $300.00- Plus
other household items.
Moving must sell. Call










and Service, 500 Maple












SPECIAL TWO 200 gallon
fiberglass saddle .spray
tanks, regular $800.00
now $595.00. We also
have grain bins, steel
buildings, gooseneck
trailers and a grain
cleaner that takes garlic
out of wheat. Agri-
Products, call 753-2958.




tractor, 801, 5 speed tine









-Ribstone" silos. A di I
Ford Supply, Highway
54 W. Paris, Tenn.
1950 RED BELLY Ford
tractor. Call 753-3290
1952 RED BELLY Ford
tractor, with plow, disc,
bushhog, blade, pole and
trailer. All in A-1 con-
dition. Can be seen at 916
N. 18th.
ONE 1972 MODEL
combine Gleamer -K, 10
ft. header with 2 blades.
A-1 condition, l five ft.
chisel plow. One D-15
Allis Chalmer tractor
with 9 ft. disc. Call 1-345-
2156. Monroe Wilkerson.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1441-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for









POUND bow, 50-60 lb.
Used only five times,
priced to sell. Call 753.-
7186 after 6 p.m.
WOODEN BOAT, motor
and trailer. Best offer
this week buys it. Can
see after 5 p.m. at 1208
South 16th, call 753-6086


















100 South 13 Strew
Flees Roaches












trailer hitch. Call 753-
7622.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Phone 1-
443-7323.
, LAWN MOWER 21" self
propelled, used 6 times,
$80. Call 753-9780.
ONE HUFFY RIDING
lawn mower, like new,
used 1 season-. See at






for porch or patio. Five
brass standard size
curtain rods. Two brass
rods that extend 144",









15th - across irons nOror





We service AM,' FM




Worth 4th Street Murray
753 0577
27. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
TWO LOTS AND 2 mobile
homes, adjoining TVA
property on the lake.
$7,500. Call 436-2505.




27. Mobile Home Sales
1971 KINGWOOD, 12 x
65, 2 bedroom, 2 bath all
electric central air. Call
489-2666, after 5.





at Stella Trailer Park.
Call 753-7856.
12 x 60 WINSTON 2
bedroom, central air
and heat. All electric.
Call 489-2317 or 489-2348.
1973 26' FRANKLIN fifth-
wheel trailer, fully self-
contained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
1'V antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-5777.
28. Heating & Cooling
TWO LARGE WINDOW
fans. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-1569 after
6 p.m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 55 TRAILER, apply
in person only to
Brandon Dill at Dill
Electric, Concord Road.




families or girls. Call-
767-4055.
VERY NICE 2 bedroom
mobile home large lot,
couples $80.00. Call 753-
8216 after 5 p.m.
30. Business Rentals
28 x 32 ft. building for
cleanup shop or garage
At Almo Heights, just off
641. Call 753-8044








Married couple want 1
or 2 bedroom furnished
house or apartment in
Murray in May. Call
after 5,753-9767.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-









paid.: Central heat and
air conditioning. $100.00
deposit, 6 months lease,
no pets, must meet
income specifications
and have good credit
references.
34. Houses For Rent
FOUR ROOM HOUSE,
available now. Call 753-
3864, or 753-6944.
FOUR MILES from city
limits on 641 South.
Immediate occupancy.
Couples only. $155.00 per
month. Call 492-8413.




4th and 5th Streets. Call
753-1569 after 6 p.m.
Attractive seven room home with three bedrooms
located on South 13th Street. A large family room
with fireplace, large living room, separate dining
room, ample closet space and utility room. Wooded
lot. Home is newly decorated both inside and out.
Dishwasher, stove, disposal, carpeting and drapes
are included Available for immeidate occupancy
John C. Neubauer Real Estate
505 Maio Street Murray, Ky.
Res. 7U-7531 Office 753-0101








































































































































































Hereford bulls 6 to 15




going to have calves
soon. One nice hereford,
1 year old, 1 nice male 1









lines. Call 753-6412 or





been clipped. $40.00. Call
4364562.
AKC RECISTERED Irish
Setters, $35.00 call- 436-
















Kenmore dryer, G. E.
childs phonograph, twin
size bed, desk, dresser,
books, queen size 5 piece
bedroom set. Revolving
record stand, lamps,
man) more items. Call
Bonnie at 753-2339 or
come to 1305 Vine to see.
SEVEN PARTY YARD
sale, furniture, new 10
and 3 speed bicycles,
quilt tops, clothes, sizes
9-18, some mens and
boys, toys, books, lots of
miscellaneous. Friday
and Saturday, 7 : 30-? 602
Vine.
lAak. X in 311:0
FIRST' TIME OFFERED
Two bedroom home four
miles from Murray,
House has been. com-
pletely redecorated and
has new roof, new
wiring, new plumbing,
wood-burning fireplace,
and is in very good
condition. Most of the
furniture in the home
remains with the home.







Extra nice 11 room, 6 be. 4
bath, home with
everything. Central gas
heat and central air, 12
closets, basement, 2
fireplaces, wall to wall
carpets, drapes, den,
dining room, built-ins in
the Kitchen, and lots of
extras on a good sized





acres, 1 1-2 miles from
Murray on Highway 280.
Call 753-6580 after 5 p.m.
THREE WOODED
ACRES with T V A
frontage near Hamlin.
Ky. Good building sites
Electric and phone in
area. Located on ex-
cellent county road only
500 north of Ky 1918




ESTATE, 505 Main St.,
Murray, (502) 753-0101-
7531 or  Bob Rodgers,
.753-71111.
RELAX -IN THE country









flavor of country living.
For more information
call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th, Boyd Majors
Real Estate.
NEW HOME in Murray.
priced at $29,900, has 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
- range, dishwasher,
central heat and air
conditioning, den, a
must to see if you are
looking for. this price
ronge of home. Call
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
Sot th 12th, 753-3597.
LOT AT HOLIDAY
Shores. 125' frontage, 70'








house. Deed with cash
$2,400 or will sell on land
contract, $400 down,








3 Miaow 2 story, 2
bets, pod well. Idea
apart, at 23 acres of
Moved North
Wilt Sell
4 II•4r40•11/ 7 belts kora,
t000Ry• S*041/111 look art flag,





located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
46 Homes Fur Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
Spacious ten room
frame home with two
car garage, workshop









Plaza on quiet street.
Priced in low twenues.
Call 753-4045.
BUILT UP ROOFING
Repair Work, New Construction and Reroofing,
Johna-Manville approved contractor.









drapes, located on nice
lot at 214 South 11th.
Price reduced to 13,000.
Call 753-7974 or 753-1877.
For Sale
By Owner




Price to sell at
$10,000. Phone 753-
0675.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
















24ft. garage, 8 acres, 7






The Murray Natural Gas System and City of Murray, Kentucky,
will receive bids for the construction of a metal warehouse
building until 12:00 p. m. on the 26tii day of April, 1976, at the Gas
System Office, City Hall Building, Murray, Kentucky, at which
time bids will publicly be opened and read aloud. The project con-
sists of furnishing materials and constructing a warehouse. All
necessary labor, materials, equipment, tools, and services
required for complete installation shall be included in the base
bid. Proposed forms of Contract Documents, including plans and
specifications, are on file at the Gas System Office, City Hall
Building, 5th and Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky. The City of
Murray reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to waive any
informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be withdrawn for a
,period of thirty (30) days subsequent to the opening of bids without
the consent of the City of Murray.
=MT= 
114€ WA9 5,EATED DIRECT'S BEI-UNDISCOOP'
...lACK4al, WITH A CONCEALE, P•A&
PEASIU-(5. "
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM









Make offer. Call 753-0965
after 5:00.
47. Motorcycles
1975 HONDA XL 250 Call
753-9407






BACK REST and shelf for
Honda 350 four. Good
condition. $25.00. Call
753-7229.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 HONDA CAR.‘ .40











nice. $800.00. Call 753-
4330.





wagon, $1,700. Call 753-
2424, or 753-5747 after 5
1965 CHEVROLET Bel
Aire, 6 cylinder, 2 new
tires, good condition.
Call Rob at 753-8900
after 5 p.m.
1972 YAMAHA 350CC, 1171 VW $75000. 1968
good condition. $425.00 Buick Electra 225 with
firm. Call 767-2357. air and all power
S500.60. Phone 354-6691.
XL 350 HONDA sharp.
$695.00. Must sell. Call
753-8046.






knobby rear tire. Only
890 actual miles. Can be
seen at Hudsons Texaco,
15th and Main or call
753-6412 after 4 p.m.
1974 HONDA XR75. Like
new. In good running
condition. Looks great.
Call 753-3730.•
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 VW SOUAREBACK




dition. $400.00. Can be




1960 Ford 1,2 ton, 1395.00.
. Call 489-3595.
1968 LTD STATION
wa got, 9 passenger,
automatic, power arid










power arid air. Call 753-
5154 or 753-5013.
1971 VW SQUAREBACR,
one owner, low mileage.
Like new condition. Call
1-5224469.
1974 MODEL FORD van,
2 seater, $3,300. Call 437-
4692.
1965 FORD PICKUP
truck, A-1 condition, ont
owner, 55,000 certifier'
miles. Call 753-5454.
1974 VEGA GT Hat






Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.; m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days'. Jim Clark
or Sherry Ray-n 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
STARCRAFT camper
1974 model. Sleeps 6
stove, sink, icebox
Extra nice. Call 753-
8487.
APACHE TENT camper,
sleeps 6. good condition.
$350.00. Call 753-0605.
COACHMAN CAMPER
16', 1975 model. Phone
753-8024 after 5.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904
WALK-IN CAMPER for
long bed pickup. Extra's
$350.00 firm. ('all 753-
4094.
TRAvEr TRAILER, 19





Pun( hcd 1 hiN ‘Veck




$850 or best rea 'Mnable
offer. Call 753-1566.
51. Sennces Offered 4"
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication, portable
welding. 24 hour service.
Six miles south on 121.
Call 436-2611 or 436-2590
or 436-2227. -
PAINTING EXTERIOR,
interior, years of ex-
perience. By the job or






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
KIRBY CARPET
CAREclean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution,
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free





vice. No job too small.
























INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat_and cooling
bills, :all Larry Lyles at















work, interior and ex-
terior carpentry work,
and finish work. Call
436-2502.
TO BREAK AND disc
gardens, mow vacant









1, extremely good rates.
Call 753-1960.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
















Cal H36-2437 after 5 p.m
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,










bank gravel. Call 436-
2306
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.






my home. Call 753-0300.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing



























; This alphabetized page will run weekly -- dip it from
















Hwy. 641-6 miles South


























121 S. (Clarks River
Bridge)
Murray, Ky














Bill Houghton, Rte. 6,
Box 68
If it has 011 engine we
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If you do not receive
your paper please call
I 753-19161
Between 5 319& 6.00
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Deaths and Funerals  1
Services Tuesday
For. Mr. Claxton
The funeral services for
William J. Claxton will be held
Tuesday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the H. S. Smith
Funeral Home, Caruther-
sville, Mo., with Rev. Floyd
Brower of Hornersville, MO.,
officiating. Burial will be in
the Little Prairie Cemetery.
Mr. Claxton, age 42, was
pronounced dead on arrival at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, at 12:40 a.m.
Saturday. He had suffered
injuries in an automobile
accident in which his wife,
Vivian, was also injured and is
still a patient at a Paducah
hospital. Also injured were
Mr. and Mrs. William Lang of
Paducah with whom the
Claxtons were passengers.
The deceased and his wife
leaved to Paducah in Sep-
tember 1975 after residing in
Calloway County. He was
employed in the Personnel
Department of the Walker
Towing Company, Paducah,
was a Korean Army veteran,
and a member of the Lone Oak
United Methodist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Claxton; his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. F. (Jake) Claxton of
Hamlin; one daughter,
JoRene, and two sons, Billy
Jake and Stewart Claxton, all
of Memphis, Tenn.; three
stepchildren, Debbie, Thane
K., and Jeff Claxton, all of
Paducah Route Three; two
sisters, Mrs. Jean Hamra of
Hamlin arid Mrs. Marjorie
Litton of Brooklyn, N. Y.;
grandmother,. Mrs. Pearl
Winn of Hartville, Mo.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Murray, was
in charge of local
arrangements and visitation
was there Sunday before the





Ray Herndon of 400 North
Seventh Street, Murray, .died
Saturday at ten p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 86 years of
age.
The Murray man was a
member of the Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ. Born
October 2, 1889, in Stewart
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Edward Herndon
and Bell Wilkerson Herndon.
He and his wife, the former
Bertha Knight, who survives,
were married October 10,
1919.
Mr. Herndon is survived by
his wife, Bertha; two
daughters, Mrs. Harding
,Mary) Wells, Gatesborough
Estates, Murray, and Mrs.
Preston Eva Orr, Murray
Route Six; three sons, James,
810 Broad, Murray, Max,
Murray Route Three,
and Bobby, Louisville; three
sisters, Mrs. Sally Spiceland
and Miss Alice Herndon, New




Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating. The -song
service is by singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Earl Steele, Calvin Hall
Dolphus Wilson, Danny Work-
man, Preston Orr, and David
Wright are serving as
pallbearers. Burial will be in










Emergency   753-5131
Flumane Society..















Murray Route Five, died
Saturday at 6:30 a., m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 76 years of
age.
The deceased, a carpenter
by trade, was born December
20, 1899, at New Concord, and
was the son of the late Willie
McCuiston and Selma Lassiter
McCuiston. His wife, Vera,
died February 6, 1929.
Mr. McCuiston is survived
by one daughter, Mrs. Ken-
neth (Hilda) Jackson, 1301
Farris, Murray; four sisters,
Mrs. Amos (Edna) Lax, Mrs.
Wade (Reba( Thompson, and
Mrs. George (Robbie) Wilson,
all of Murray, and Mrs.
Norman (Lucille) Thompson,
St. Petersburg, Fla.; a close
friend, Niva Barnett; three
grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 1:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Jerrell White officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Red Willoughby, Rainey
Elkins, Raymond McCuiston,
0. T. Stalls, Bryan Elkins, and
Max Bonner. Burial will be in
the New Concord Cemetery.
Mrs. Stom's Rites
Held Sunday
Final rites for Mrs. Jessie
(Tennie B.) Stom of 403 South
Eighth Street, Murray, were
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Aaron McWherter and Rev.
Gordon Downs officiating and .
Mrs. Oneida White as
organist.
Pallbearers were Donald
and Mitchell Stom, William T.
Johnson, Marvin Thompson,
Demi}, Wayne Tharnp-snn  and
Johnny Lane. Burial was in
the New Providence
Cemetery.
Mrs. Stom, age 72, died
Saturday at three a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She and her
husband, who survives, were
married May 23, 1925. Born
June 10, 1903, in Graves
County, she was the daughter
of the late Newton Thompson
and Louisa Williams Thom-
pson. She was a member of the
New Providence Baptist
Church.
Survivors are her husband;
two sons. Thomas and Aubrey
Stom of Almo Route One; two
sisters, Miss Arah Thompson
and Mrs. Alice Cook of
Paducah; three grandsons,
James, Darvin, and David
Stom; one granddaughter,
Mrs. Eugene (Debbie)






A resident of Route Three,
Morgantown, Judson Cohron,
was pronounced dead on
arrival at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital on
Sunday at 8:45 a.m.
Mr. Cohron was stricken at
his campsite at the old landing
strip just across the Eggners
Ferry Bridge .in the Land
Between the Lakes. Marshall
County Coroner Jesse Collier
was called and the body was
taken to the hospital by the
Mercy Ambulance Service.
The deceased was 56 years
of age, a carpenter, an Army
veteran, and a member of the
Richland Baptist Church,
Morgantown.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs_
Waneda Duncan Cohron;
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Her-
schell Cohron, Bowling
Green; four sisters, Miss
Dorothy Cohron, Mrs. Jo Nell
Crawford, and Mrs. Esther
McCoy, Bowling Green, and
Mrs. Imogene Harlan, Lizton,
Ind.; two brothers, Carson
Cohron, Route Five, Bowlirig
Green, and Wallace Cohron,
Route Three, Morgantown.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home had charge of
local arrangements. The body
was taken to the Smith
Funeral Home. Morgantown,
for funeral and burial ser-
vices
US 2-4 2443260 Tbs
I3S 3-4 280-980 Ibis
Sows
US 1-2 770150 RA
JiS I-3 300450 lbs
US 1.345O ths
US 2-3300-5on Ih
Boars 32 00-36 00
Funeral Is Today
For Felix Beach
Funeral services for Felix
Beach of 310 South 12th Street,
Murray, are being held today
at one p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. J. P.
McCaffry and Rev. Gerald
Taberts officiating. Music is
by a quartet from the Murray
Church of the'Nazarene with
Jill Howard as organist.
Active pallbearers are Joe
Lynn Mason, Kenneth Green,
Mike and Donnie Beach, Gene
David Lawrence, and Allen
Morris, all grandsons.
Honorary pallbearers are
Calvert Harris, Floyd Usrey,
Paul D. Jones, Raleigh
Wilson, Hugh Gingles, Noble
Cox, Daymond Carson, and
Rufus Rule. Burial will be in
the Murray Memorial Gar-
dens.
Mr. Beach, age 81, died
Saturday at 12:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He and his wife,
Mrs. Nannie Fulton Beach,
observed their 60th wedding
anniversary on February 19 of
this year.
Survivors are his wife; eight
daughters, Mrs. John
Copeland, Mrs. J. L. Green,
Miss Nona Beach, and Mrs.
Hafford Morris, Kirksey
Route One, .Mrs. Joe Mason,
Mayfield Route Five, Mrs.
Fronia Lawrence, Westland,
Mich., Mrs. Charles Mooney,
Houston, Texas, and Mrs.
Bobby Manning,, Lynn Grove;
four sons, Andrew, Warren,
Mich., Robert, Murray Route
Three, Freddy, Cadiz, and
Edwin, Almo Route One; two
brothers, Chesley of Kirksey




E. E. Thweatt Dies
At Home; Funeral
Held On Sunday
_The fia_rtAmtgl_fcc E_  F tai011111 
Thweatt ef Benton Mute
Three was held Sunday at two
p.m. at, the chapel of the
Collier Funeral Home, Ben-
ton, with Bro. John Hicks
officiating. Burial was in the
Thweatt Cemetery.
Mr. Thweatt, age 82. died
Friday at five p.m. at his
home.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Audie Thweatt, Benton Route
Three; two daughters, Mrs.
Clara Thorn, Almo Route One,
arid Mrs. Wilma Stone, Fern-
dale, Mich.; one son, Willard
Thweatt, Almo Route One;
two sisters, Mrs. Sophia
Edison, Warren, Mich.; and
Mrs. Lois Rose, Brewers; two
brothers, Goebel Thweatt,








brother of Mrs: Aline Jackson
of Murray, died Friday at
eleven a. m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He was 75
years of age and a resident of
Wingo.
The deceased served two
terms as magistrate of Graves
County, and was a retired
employee of the Kentucky
Highway Department.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Maurine Barnes Magness;
three daughters, Mrs. Betty
Curtsinger and Mrs. Sara
Jackson, Wingo, and Mrs.





Funeral services were held
Sunday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home, Wingo,
with Bro. Harvey Lynn Elder
and Bro. Larry Vaughrr of-




are. The blisters never really
heal and with each new event
they open again. You can find
the choppers without asking
for theni.
S.I.U. and Minnesota bat-
tled literally down to the wire.
Only a few points separated
the two teams as the tree
felling and chain throwing
events were called.
The tree kelling event was
dyn-o-rnite! The feller was
required to judge which. way
his 25-foot pine tree would fall.
He then marked the spot on
the edge of the 50-foot circle,
which surrounded each team's
tree, with a stake. The feller
than made his cut in such a
Danner as to fell the tree as
close to the stake as possible.
Five trees fell and the
greatest distance from the
peg was under two feet. The
Ohio State feller put his tree
within an inch of the stake!
One event was left. The
chain throw would decide the
outcome.
Minnesota rolled up some
points in the chain throw and
pulled out the championship
71'e to S.I.U.'s 69.
The 1976 Bicentennial
Forestry Fair is over, but it
will be some time before we
forget it.
Chief forester Robert
Drexler and foresters Scott
Seiber and Larry Doyle, along
with the entire TVA staff, are
to be commended for the
manner in which this unique
event was put on. We can only
hope that Allis event will
become an annual event in
TVA's Land Between The







About 60 Murray State
Universitk.Students will solicit
donations from house-to-house
from 4 -p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday. April 13 for the 1976
eahoway County nasiei
campaign.
Organized by the Residence
Hall Planning and -Advisory
Board on the campus, the
special project is one of
several planned by students at
Murray State for the annual
drive.
Heading the house-to-house
canvass are Rose Neyland of
Radcliffe and Brad Kinker of
Frankfort, students at Murray
State. Mrs. Tonya Young,
assistant director of housing
and adviser to the Residence
Hall Planning and Advisory
Board, is working with the
group as chairwoman of
special events for the county
campaign.
Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks,
Calloway County Easter Seal
Chairman, said the in-
volvement of students on the
campus "is indicative of their
concern for peore less for-
tunatelhan they are—and that
is a most commendable
motivation."
Established in , 1923, the
Kentucky Easter seal Society




camping and other services to
both children and adults
crippled by many causes.
The campaign in Kentucky




Easter Sunday, April 18,
Federal State Market News Service
April 17.1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Bog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 997 fist 550 Barrows &
Gilts Firm 25 Higher Sows Steady 50
Higher
Us 1-2 21111-2:101tN $48.50-48 75 few 19 00
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.A final planning meeting for
the Cystic Fibrosis Jog-Bike-
A.Thoe will be held at 8:15
p.m. Wednesday night at the
First Assembly of God Church
on Glendale and South 16th
Streets in Murray.
Volunteers for the food
committee are asked to be
present as well as those who
would like to help on Saturday,
the day the Jog-Bike-A-Thon
wl,lbe held.
p,esons wishing to enter the
Jog-Bike-A-Thon may pick up
registration forms at schools
and from the Murray Ledger
& Times office. Murray State
students may pick up the




sponsors for 10 or 15 cents per
mile and show up at 9 a.m.
Saturday for registration. The
parking lot at Murray High
school will serve as the
starting and finishing points
for the. Jog-Bike-A-Thon.
The course, which will run
through Gatesboro Circle, is
two miles long and may be
ridden or jogged as many
times as wished.
After riding or jogging
Saturday, participants then go
back to their sponsors and
collect the money that has
been pledged.
A grand prize of a 10-speed
Cherry racing bike will be
given to the person who brings
in • the most money from
riding. To the jogger who
brings in the most money, a
pair of Adidas jogging shoes
will be the prize.
There are a number of other
impressive prizes to be given
away and more information
on those will be released later
this week.
For additional information,
contact Mike-Brandon at 753-




Dr. Terry Foreman, co-
ni the nevi Religious
Studies program at Murray
State University will be the
featured speaker at the April
14th UCM luncheon. A part of
Dr. Foreman's presenta`on
will be a discussion of the legal
charter, as well as the
academic style and future
prospects for the Murray
State Religious Studies
program. Following his
presentation at the luncheon,
a forum will be held in the
1,1CM auditorium and those
interested may participate in
discussion and questions with
Dr. Foreman until 3:00 p.m.
Foreman, a recent resident
of La Jolla, California, joined
the MSU faculty this fall
semester. He received his
B.A. at Stanford University
and his M.A. in Philosophy at
Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity. His Ph.D. was earned at
Yale University.
The luncheons are held at
202 N. 15th St. from 12:30 to






Council on Drug Education
will meet Tuesday, April 13, at
7:00 p. m., at the First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and Sixteenth Streets.
Dr. Bernard Segal, Don
Brock, and Fred Neff will
present the program. The
program will be centered on
Kentucky in relation to the
national scene in drug
education.
Officers for the 1976-77 year
will also be elected. Anyone
interested in drug education is
invited to attend, a council
spokesman said.
Little Miss. • .
(Continued from Page 1
introduced Torn McCormick,
administrative assistant to
Gov. Julian Carroll; who
presented Sots. McDougal with
a certificate proclaiming her a
Kentucky Colonel.
Judges were Denise Mayes,
Martin, Tn.; Bill Volner,
Sikeston, Mo.; and Patty
Clark, Nashville, Tn.
Mrs. Treva Mathis served
as mistress of ceremonies for
the event. Mrs. Mathis' honors
include Mrs. Murray State
University and Outstanding
Young Career Woman of
Murray. During the pageant,
Mrs. Mathis entertained by








- Womenfolk," a cof-
feehouse featuring women
performers, will be held
Wednesday, April 14, at 8:30
p.m. in the Thoroughbred




.guitars, belly dancing, and
oral interpretation will be
included in the two hour
program. Admission is free,
but donations will be collected
for the Pam Rutledge
Scholarship Fund.
The program will be
sponsored by the Social Work
-515 Class, "Perspectives On
Women," and the public is
invited, a class spokesman
said.
The Confederate warship Ala-




3864, when a was caught by the
Union's Kearsage off the coast




Urine Geier Silk Ma Pies free
age* Pews
.1.9 Low As .$2.99 per roll
Artcrott Stadia*
is 1701 7S3-0033
Fro* holdall is Naar Deer
McGovern. . • (Continued from Page 1
Congressman Mo Udall and
took a poke at early front
runner Jimmy Carter by
saying: "Some people think
that having no contact with
Washington and the Capitol is
an asset."
McGovern said if there is
not a clear-cut frontrunner
after all the primaries and if
no candidate has 1,000 of the
1,500 delegates needed for
nomination, he felt Minnesota
Senator Hubert Humphrey
would be "an excellent
compromise candidate."
McGovern did say President
Gerald Ford would be
vulnerable.
"If the public had know
what was going on, the
Republicans would have been
more vulnerable in 1972. But I
think Nixon's prestige in 1972
is considerably more than
what Ford has n( w,"
McGovern added.
After the conclusion of the
luncheon, several McGovern
supporters expressed their
best wishes arid also men-
tioned that they would like to
see him make another bid for
the presidency.












What you can do.
Like just about everything else, the cost of health care has
been going up. Otr,fiotisy; sorn4price increases 4reunavoid-
able. But, at Blue Cross OW Blue Shield of Kentucky, we're
working to help avoicrunnecessary cost increases.
For instance, we work with doctors and hospitals to pin-
point the factors that affect the cost of health care and to
help find ways to keep them contained.
We keep a close watch on the cost of services. And we
agree to pay only for justifiable increases.
In addition, we support community health planning. This is
an important tool in planning appropriate care while avoiding
expensive duplication and unnecessary facilities and services.
You can help by usirog health care services wisely. For
example, don't ask for admission to the hospital unless your
doctor says it's medically necessary. Perhaps you can get the
treatment you need on an outpatient basis.
If you are admitted to the hospital, dontstay any longer
than necessary. Unnecessary use of health care services
contributes to increased costs for everyone.
Together we can help avoid unnecessary increases in the




mail coupon today to see




Cornrilete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky. 9901 Linn
Station Road Louisville. Kentucky 40223 Please send me without obligation.
information on health Care benefits and eligibility requirements MI.164116
Name  lam a Blue Cross and Blue Shield member.
Address  Certificate No 
City 
Employed by (Company Name)
Zip
Company Address 
El Interested in improving my benefits
0 Getting married
I am interested in
0 The Nongroup Program
0 The Medicare Supplement Program
D Forming an employee group
o The Student Program
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